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Town Warrant
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Tuftonboro in the County of
Carroll in said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Town House in said Tufton-
boro on Tuesday, the ninth day of March, next at nine of the
clock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray
town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations of the
same. Eighty-one thousand, seven hundred fifty dollars ($81,750.)
as approved by the Budget Committee.
3. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of eight hundred forty-two dollars and fifty cents ($842.50)
for Town Road Aid as approved by the Budget Committee, the
State to contribute the sum of five thousand, six hundred sixteen
dollars and sixty-four cents ($5,616.64).
4. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow money in anticipation of the collection of taxes for the
current year, and issue notes therefor, said notes to be repaid dur-
ing the current municipal year.
5. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow money to pay upon delivery for the new Fire Apparatus
and Equipment, and issue notes therefor, said notes to be repaid
from taxes over a three municipal year period.
6. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of one
thousand, two hundred eighty-eight dollars ($1,288.) as the Town's
share for the studies and operation of the Lakes Region Planning
Commission. These funds will be used for financing the staff,
operation expenses, planning studies, technical assistance and
other programs of the Commission. These funds may be used in
conjunction with other State and Federal funds available for plan-
ning purposes. By Petition. Not approved by the Budget Com-
mittee.
7. To see if the Town will vote, in the interest of economy to
reduce the number of pages in the Annual Report by summarizing
the statements therein of Receipts and Expenditures, rather than
detailing each item.
8. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the listing in the
Annual Report of the individual property valuations, and, instead,
publish them every fifth year (or every third year). The valuations
are maintained in the Selectmen's office, and are available to
interested parties.
9. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of five
hundred thirty dollars and ninety-three cents ($530.93) for the
Lakes Region Association. Not approved by the Budget Com-
mittee.
10. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of five
hundred dollars ($500.) for the Town Conservation Commission.
Not approved by the Budget Committee.
11. To see if the Town will vote to require that only phosphate
free laundry products may be offered for sale in the Town of
Tuftonboro after June 1, 1971.
12. To transact any other business which may legally come
before the meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this nineteenth day of February,










BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF TUFTONBORO, N.H.
Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the
Ensuing Year January 1, 1971 to December 31, 1971
Compared with
Estimated and Actual Revenue, Appropriations and Expenditures
of the Previous Year January 1, 1970 to December 31, 1970
SOURCES OF REVENUE
From State:
Interest and Dividends Tax
Income from Investments
Meals and Rooms Tax
From Local Sources except Taxes:
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses,
Permits and Filing Fees
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Amount raised by issue of Bonds or Notes:
Fire Apparatus and Equipment
Reimbursement a/c 6% Business Profits:
From Local Taxes other than
Property Taxes:
(a) Poll Taxes—Regular @ $2
(b) Yield Taxes
TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL
SOURCES EXCEPT
PROPERTY TAXES
*AMOUNT TO BE RAISED
BY PROPERTY TAXES





















$ 38,330.00 $ 53,002.96 $ 83,780.00
30,812.50
TOTAL REVENUES $114,592.50
*Total estimated "Revenues from all sources except Property Taxes" de-
ducted from Total "Appropriations recommended by Budget Committee"
should give estimated "Amount to be raised by Property Taxes," exclusive











Expenses Town Hall and
Other Town Buildings
Special for Tar
Building Study and Plans
Bushes
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police Department
Fire Department
Fire Apparatus and Equipment





















Memorial Day and Veterans' Assoc.
Conservation Commission































Cemeteries 250.00 250.00 400.00
Carroll County
Mental Health Services 390.00 390.00 430.00
Advertising and Regional Assocs. 510.23 510.23
N.H. Humane Society 150.00
Interest:
On Temporary Loans 700.00 247.92 700.00
Highways and Bridges:
Beech Pond Road 3,000.00 1,665.75 3,000.00
Sodom Bridges 3,000.00
Melvin River Road 2,000.00 2,735.38 2,000.00
Dame Road 2,000.00 586.00 1,000.00












SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Certificate
This is to certify that the information contained in this report








Land — Improved and Unimproved $1,449,100.
Buildings 3,189,150.
Public Utilities — Electric 163,700.
House Trailers, Mobile Homes & Travel Trailers
assessed as Personal Property 257 211,650.
Boats and Launches 557 299,000.
Total Valuation before Exemptions Allowed $5,312,600.
Elderly Exemptions (9) 3,289.
Net Valuation on which Tax Rate is computed $5,309,311
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS
AND TAXES ASSESSED
for the Tax Year 1970
of the Town of Tuftonboro in Carroll County
Certificate
This is to certify that the information contained in this report
was taken from official records and is correct to the best of our
knowledge and belief.
We hereby request that the tax commission compute the rate






Town Officers' Salaries $ 3,000.00
Town Office Administrative Expenses 6,000.00
Special for Tar 7,500.00




Fire Department, Forest Fires 7,000.00
Blister Rust—Moth Extermination and




Health Dept., $900.; Hospitals, $800.;
Ambulance, $900. 2,600.00
Vital Statistics 30.00
Repair of Bridges 300.00
Dump 4,500.00
Town Maintenance: Summer, $5,500.00;
Winter, $10,000.00 15,500.00
General Expenses of Highway Dept. 1,000.00
Town Road Aid 849.00
Libraries 1,200.00
Old Age Assistance 2,500.00
Public Relief, Town Poor 1,000.00
Memorial Day, Vet. Assoc, Old Home Day 50.00
Parks and Playgrounds inc. Band Concerts 200.00
Carroll County Mental Health Services 390.00
Cemeteries 250.00
Conservation Commission 1,000.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 510.23
Dame Road 2,000.00
Beech Pond Road 3,000.00
Melvin Wharf 2,000.00
County Road 1,500.00
Payment on Debt, Interest 700.00
Total Town Appropriation $ 73,779.23
Less: Estimated Revenues and Credits:
Interest and Dividends Tax $ 26,498.86
Savings Bank Tax 1,163.42
Meals and Rooms Tax 3,808.00
Reimbursement a/c Property Exempted
12
1970 Special Session 3,243.00
Revenue from Yield Tax Sources 1,092.00
Interest Received on Taxes and Deposits 905.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Dog Licenses 300.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 13,000.00
Poll Taxes at $2.00 794.00
Surplus 4,435.90
Total Revenues and Credits 55,240.18
Net Town Appropriations $ 18,539.05
Net School Appropriations 168,625.71
County Tax Assessment 23,643.85
Total of Town, School and County $21 1,008.61
Add: War Service Tax Credits 3,350.00
Add: Overlay 3,323.14
Property Taxes to be raised $217,681.75
Taxes to be committed to Collector:
Gross Property Taxes $217,681.75
Less: w/Serv. Tax Cr. 3,350.00
Net Property Taxes $214,331.75
Add: 1969 Poll Taxes at $2.00 794.00





Town Officers' Salaries $ 3,000.00 $ 3,042.00
Town Officers' Expenses 6,000.00 6,043.42
13
Police Dept. 5,200.00 5,800.08
Special for Tar 7,500.00 7,734.79
Bushes 700.00 1,679.58
Town Hall and Other Town Buildings 1,200.00 1,306.34
Fire Dept. 7,000.00 6,908.30





Hospital, Nursing, Ambulance 2,600.00 2,375.00
Vital Statistics 30.00 32.00
Repair of Bridges 300.00 507.80
Town Dump 4,500.00 4,105.39
Town Maintenance: Summer 5,500.00 5,578.89
Winter 10,000.00 10,314.64
General Expenses of Highway Dept. 1,000.00 653.95
Town Road Aid 849.00 849.00
Libraries 1,200.00 1,200.00
Town Poor 1,000.00 32.91
Old Age Assistance 2,500.00 1,743.18
Memorial Day & Veterans Assoc. 50.00 10.00
Conservation Commission 1,000.00 125.00
Parks and Playground 200.00 235.00
Cemeteries 250.00 250.00
Carroll County Mental Health Services 390.00 390.00
Advertising and Regional Assocs. 510.23 510.23
Interest 700.00 247.92
Beech Pond Road 3,000.00 1,665.75
Melvin Wharf 2,000.00 2,735.38
Dame Road 2,000.00 586.00








$50,000 — Certificate of Deposit 50,000.00
Uncollected Poll Taxes, 1970 50.00
Head Taxes, 1970 135.00




Lang's Pond Road $ 211.45
Canaan Road 5,000.00






Gov. Wentworth Regional School Dist.,
payments due, Jan. 15 to May 15, 1971 75,071.87
Conservation Commission 2,175.00
Rights of Way 50.00
$ 90,270.34
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall (Land and Building) $ 4,000.00
Furniture and Equipment 750.00
Fire Dept. (Lands and Buildings) 28,000.00
Fire Dept. Equipment 33,000.00




Lot #11, Bear Island 400.00
Ula Bean Lot, 15A 150.00
E. B. Edgerly Lot, 6A 100.00
C. A. Lamprey Lot, 37
A
1,000.00
J. McKensie Haley Lot, ViA 100.00
Part Great Meadow, Blaisdell 15A 50.00





1969 503489-503500 $ 145.71




1971 555001-555025 392.92 392.92 $14,953.24
Dog Licenses:
1969 1 male with penalty 3.00 3.00
1970 91 Males 182.00
53 Spayed Females 106.00
22 Females 110.00
3 Male, Vi year 3.00
1 Kennel License 20.00
Penalties 21.50 442.50 445.50
Bowling Lane License:
1969 80.00 80.00
1970 20.00 20.00 100.00
16
Filing Fees:














December 3,384.90 15,466.54 15,466.54






PROPERTY, POLL AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1970
— DR. —
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes $214,090.38
Poll Taxes 862.00










































State Head Taxes Committed to Collector:
18
Original Warrant $ 2,620.00
Added Taxes 105.00










Uncollected Head Taxes -
—
As Per Collector's List 135.00
TOTAL CREDITS $ 2,741.50




As of January 1, 1970:
Property Taxes $ 22,715.36
Poll Taxes 48.00
Poll Taxes added 10.00
Property taxes added 159.80
$ 22,933.16
Interest Collected During Fiscal Year
Ended December 31, 1970 306.87
TOTAL DEBITS $ 23,240.03
— CR.
—
Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal
Year Ended December 31, 1970:




Interest Collected During Year 306.87
S 21,785.20
Abatements Made During Year:





As Per Collector's List:
PoU Taxes





As of January 1. 1970 S 140.00
Added Taxes During 1970 30.00
Penalties Collected burins 19~0 16.50
TOTAL DEBITS S 186.50
— CR.
—
Remittances to Treasurer During 1970:
Head Taxes S 165.00
Penalties 16.50
S 181.50
Abatements During 1970 5.00
Uncollected Head Taxes —
As Per Collectors List
TOTAL CREDITS $ 186.50
I hereby certify that the above totals a^ of December 31. 1970
are correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.




Balance, December 31, 1969 $ 67,871.90
State of New Hampshire:
White Pine Blister Rust .36
N.H. Water Resource Board 77.90
Old Age Recovery 46.28
Reimbursement for 1970 Head Tax Expense 20.42
Interest and Dividend 27,662.28
Room and Meals Tax 3,883.83
6% Business Tax 3,243.41
State Share Forest Fire 104.66
Warden Service, 1969 36.75
Forest Fire Bill — Neil Glidden 13.12
Bald Peak Colony Club, Use of Dump 300.00
Gov. Wentworth Regional School District,
Plowing and Sanding, Tuftonboro School 85.75
Harriet Spaulding Charitable Trust, Conservation 1,000.00
Firemans Fund Insurance, Damage 55.20
Wolfeboro National Bank:





Mary B. Craigue, Town Clerk:
Auto Permits — 1969 274.45
Auto Permits — 1970 14,285.87
Auto Permits — 1971 392.92
Dog License — 1969 2.80
Dog License — 1970 408.50
Filing Fees — 1970 2.00
Bowling Lane License, 1969 80.00
Bowling Lane License, 1970 20.00
Ethelwyn L. Steadman, Tax Collector:
Regular Polls at $2.00, 1969 58.00
21








Head Tax Penalties, 1969
Head Tax Penalties, 1970
Total Income
Total Expenditures
















DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
January:
30 Mary Craigue, Town Clerk:
Auto Permits, 1969 $ 2,617.04
Ethelwyn Steadman, Tax Collector:




Head Tax Penalties 3.50
February:
27 Mary Craigue, Town Clerk:
Auto Permits, 1969 90.62
Auto Permits, 1970 1,056.65
Ethelwyn Steadman, Tax Collector:





Head Tax Penalties 4.50
March:
30 State of New Hampshire:
White Pine Blister .36
Harriet Spaulding, Trust:
Conservation 500.00
Ethelwyn Steadman, Tax Collector:




Head Tax Penalties 6.00
Wolfeboro National Bank, U.S. Treasury Bills 30,000.00
April:
3 Mary Craigue, Town Clerk:
Auto Permits 4,795.75
30 Auto Permits 450.35
Harriet Spaulding, Trust:
Conservation 500.00
Ethelwyn Steadman, Tax Collector:
Reg. Polls at $2.00 8.00
Property Tax 1,163.25
Property Tax Interest 18.48
Head Tax 20.00
Head Tax Penalties 2.00
May:
30 Mary Craigue, Town Clerk:
Auto Permits 527.70
Dog Licenses 191.40
Ethelwyn Steadman, Tax Collector:
Reg. Polls at $2.00 2.00
Property Tax 4,219.72
Property Tax Interest 61.92
Head Tax 5.00
23
Head Tax Penalties .50
June:
22 State of New Hampshire:
Share of Forest Fire 28.53
Mary Craigue, Town Clerk:
Auto Permits 406.99
Dog Licenses 32.60
Ethelwyn Steadman, Tax Collector:
Reg. Polls at $2.00 336.00
Property Tax 5,063.22
Property Tax Interest 112.44
Head Tax 1,005.00
July:








Ethelwyn Steadman, Tax Collector:
Reg. Polls at $2.00 120.00
Property Tax, 1969 383.05
Property Tax, 1970 14.10




24 State of New Hampshire:
Forest Fire Bill, M. Glidden 13.12
Forest Fire, State Share 76.13
Interest and Dividends 27,662.28
31 Mary Craigue, Town Clerk:
Auto Permits 240.18
Ethelwyn Steadman, Tax Collector:






14 Wolfeboro National Bank:
90-day Loan 25,000.00
30 Ethelwyn Steadman, Tax Collector:
Reg. Polls at $2.00 18.00
Property Tax, 1970 378.35
Property Tax, 1969 32.90
Head Tax 50.00
Mary Craigue, Town Clerk:
Auto Permits 453.03
October:
10 Ethelwyn Steadman, Tax Collector:








29 Reg. Polls 10.00
Property Tax 9,988.50
Head Tax 30.00
Reg. Polls at $2.00 16.00
Property Tax 8,363.32
Head Tax 55.00
State of New Hampshire:
Room and Meals Tax 3,883.83
November:
4 Mary Craigue, Town Clerk:
Auto Permits 280.51
Ethelwyn Steadman, Tax Collector:




16 Reg. Polls at $2.00 26.00
Property Tax 33,350.22
Head Tax 90.00
Bald Peak Colony Club:
Use of Dump 300.00
December:
2 Mary Craigue, Town Clerk:
Auto Permits 373.02
Ethelwyn Steadman, Tax Collector:




5 Firemans Fund Insurance:
Claims for Damage 55.20
11 Ethelwyn Steadman:
Reg. Polls at $2.00 8.00
Property Tax 10,910.60
Head Tax 30.00
16 State of New Hampshire:
Reimbursement, 1970 Head Tax Expenses 20.42
17 Ethelwyn Steadman, Tax Collector:




18 State of New Hampshire:
6% Business Tax 3,243.41
3 1 Mary Craigue, Town Clerk:
Auto Permits, 1970 2,825.68
Auto Permits, 1971 392.92
Dog License, 1969 2.80
Dog License, 1970 63.50
Bowling Lane License, 1969 80.00
Bowling Lane License, 1970 20.00
State of New Hampshire:
26
Share, Forest Fire Wardens
Old Age Recovery
Ethelwyn Steadman, Tax Collector:

















Total Receipts to date $329,003.81
Balance, December 31, 1969 67,871.90
$396,875.71
Less: Selectmen's Orders Paid 347,909.30
Cash on Hand at end of year $ 48,966.41
DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
Salaries
November:
9 Milton E. Hodges, Selectman $ 550.00
Alvin H. Thielker, Selectman 450.00
Delmar L. Mclntire, Selectman 450.00
Mary B. Craigue, Town Clerk 125.00
Judith Williams, Treasurer 150.00
Burgess G. Hodges, Supervisor 78.00
John Hardie, Supervisor 84.00
N. Leslie Hodgdon, Supervisor 90.00
Luella Bain, Ballot Clerk 45.00
Tekla Hodgdon, Ballot Clerk 45.00
Florence Ham, Ballot Clerk 45.00





Barbara Hunter, Budget Committee
Howard Colby, Budget Committee
Carl I. Hansen, Budget Committee
Roland T. Severance, Budget Committee
Thomas W. Hunter, Budget Committee
Charles F. Whitten, Budget Committee
Milton E. Hodges, Budget Committee
Judith Williams, Balance, Treasurer
John J. Davis, Auditor
















13 Association of N.H. Assessors, dues $ 5.00
19 Brown & Saltmarsh, notices 2.35
Ethelwyn Steadman, Collector, telephone 6.00
Delmar L. Mclntire, Selectman, stamps 90.00
26 N.H. Town Clerk's Assoc, dues 6.00
John J. Davis, Auditor, stamps 1.26
February:
2 The Carroll County Independent, notice 5.00
6 Milton Hodges, Selectman 34.29
March:
2 Ethelwyn Steadman, Collector, telephone 4.06
Wheeler & Clark, dog tags, notices (Town Clerk) 30.20
The Carroll County Independent, supervisor notice 7.50
9 Mary B. Craigue, Town Clerk 10.00
11 The Kingswood Press, town reports, ballots, etc. 1,923.50
16 Hartford Stamp Works, Inc., stamp 7.24
James Duncan, telephone and stamps 10.03
23 Harold A. Grebenstein, telephone expenses 8.27
Delmar L. Mclntire, stamps, telephone expenses 31.40
Registry of Deeds 21.75
30 State of New Hampshire (Books) 6.50
28
April:
6 N.H. Municipal Assoc, dues 50.00
13 N.H. Tax Collector's Assoc, dues 5.00
The Lakes Region Clear Water Assoc. 50.00
20 The Kingswood Press, expenses 59.40
Ethelwyn Steadman, Collector, expenses 8.27
Judith Williams, Treasurer, typing 33.08
Edson C. Eastman Co., Inc., tax book, etc. 23.81
May:
4 Registry of Deeds, deeds 12.50
11 Ethelwyn Steadman, Collector, telephone 9.21
stamps 12.00
18 Registry of Deeds 3.00
The Carroll County Independent 19.20
June:
1 Ethelwyn Steadman, Collector, stamps 12.00
8 The Carroll County Independent 17.20
~. Edson C. Eastman Co., Inc. 13.86
Ethelwyn Steadman, Collector, telephone 12.52
Laconia Office Machine Co., repairs 14.00
15 Collector, billheads 15.68
17 The Stationery Shop 9.72
29 Dorothy H. Roberts 15.00
July:
20 Boston Blueprint Co., Inc., maps 129.55
Ethelwyn Steadman, Collector, letters, postage 21.75
27 Roger Krey, expenses 2.25
Ethelwyn Steadman, Collector, typing 42.00
Registry of Deeds 4.00
August:
3 The Kingswood Press 34.85
17 The Stationery Shop 8.45
Carroll County Independent 5.00
Milton Hodges, stamps 12.00
24 The Stationery Shop 32.50
September:
1 Ethelwyn Steadman, Collector, stamps 36.00
29
telephone
14 Registry of Deeds
21 Ethelwyn Steadman, Collector, mileage, telephone
Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., supplies
30 The Kingswood Press
October:
13 Ethelwyn Steadman, stamps
26 Edson C. Eastman Co., Inc.
Brown & Saltmarsh, Inc., books
November:
9 The Stationery Shop
The Carroll County Independent
Judith Williams, dinners
23 Mary B. Craigue, Town Clerk
Branham Publishing Co.
Ethelwyn Steadman, Collector
30 Roland T. Severance, expenses
The Stationery Shop
Ethelwyn Steadman, Collector, telephone
December:
7 Milton E. Hodges, Selectman
Alvin H. Thielker, Selectman
Delmar L. Mclntire, Selectman
9 Mary B. Craigue, Town Clerk
14 Homestead Press
28 Laconia Office Machine Co.
3
1
The Carroll County Independent
Registry of Deeds





Town Hall and Other Buildings
February:































23 Delmar L. Mclntire, wood 5.00
April:
13 Willis A. Sweet Associates, Inc., chairs 285.00
Willis A. Sweet Associates, Inc., freight 44.64
August:
31 Roy E. Dow, painting, etc. 912.65
December:
7 John L. Hersey, Janitor 43.00
Delmar L. Mclntire, wood 35.00




25 Walter Smith, Road Agent $ 441.60
June:
8^ Walter Smith, Road Agent 258.07
29 Walter Smith, Road Agent 2,518.42
July:
6 Walter Smith, Road Agent 506.50
27 Walter Smith, Road Agent 262.65
August:
3 Walter Smith, Road Agent 434.88
17 Walter Smith, Road Agent 331.40
November:




18 Treasurer, State of New Hampshire $ 100.00
Carroll County Mental Health Service
June:
15 Carroll County Mental Health Service $ 390.00
Town Road Aid
June:




6 Edna Y. Cheney, Treasurer $ 1,200.00
Spider Web Gardens
July:
6 Spider Web Gardens, Memorial Day $ 10.00
Fire Department
January:
13 New England Telephone $ 7.25
White Mt. Power Co. 19.10
19 Thomas S. Jacobsen, Mirror Lake, tower 480.00
Tuftonboro Telephone Co., telephone 6.05
February:
6 New England Telephone, telephone 8.15
9 Melvin Garage, gas 2.27
Thomas Chainsaw & Marine Co., saw repairs 18.43
Wolfeboro Oil Co., Inc., oil 39.29
March:
2 Melvin Garage, gas 3.20
White Mt. Power Co. 73.58
9 New England Telephone, telephone 7.25
23 White Mountain Power Co. 33.65
30 Wolfeboro Oil Co., Inc., oil 43.44
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc., parts 7.50
Kenneth Douglas, parts 56.69
Tuftonboro Telephone Co., telephone 12.27
Fire Chief's magazine 7.50
April:
6 New England Telephone, telephone 7.50
Walter Smith, Fire Warden 49.35
13 Wolfeboro Oil Co., Inc., oil 44.68
20 White Mountain Power Co. 35.59
27 Melvin Garage, gas 10.38
Mav:J
4 Melvin Garage 173.03
Walter Smith, Forest Fire Warden, pumps 87.56
11 Walter Smith, Forest Fire Warden 152.26
32
18 White Mt. Power Co. 15.57
New England Telephone, telephone 7.97
Leonel A. Copp 12.00
Wolfeboro Oil Co., Inc. 15.40
Treasurer, State of N.H., pump 15.97
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc., battery 19.13
Tuftonboro Telephone Co., telephone 6.05
Fire Engineering 7.00
25 Tuftonboro Telephone Co., telephone 6.05
June:
8 Melvin Garage 36.29
10 New England Telephone, telephone 9.25
17 White Mt. Power Co. 18.00
22 Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. 8.20
John Hardie, Jr. 12.00
Tuftonboro Telephone Co. 6.66
29 Wright Communications, Inc., radio 80.98
July:
6 Wolfeboro Fire Dept. 21.55
American Radio Corp., batteries 19.44
Melvin Garage, gas, etc. 21.86
13 New England Telephone, telephone 7.65
20 White Mt. Power Co. 15.13
27 Ambrose Bros., Inc., waterhole 460.00
Wright Communications, Inc., repairs 56.46
Federal Sign & Signal Corp. 49.99
Tuftonboro Telephone Co., telephone 6.05
August:
3 N.H. State Firemen's Insurance 27.00
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. 1.39
Bradley's Hardware, Inc. 7.80
10 New England Telephone 7.95
Wolfeboro Fire Dept. 13.12
American Fire Equipment Co., Inc., hose 810.00
American Radio Corp., repairs 3.00
Wright Communications, Inc., cable 13.00
White Mt. Fence Co., Inc. 1,280.00
33
Melvin Garage, gas, etc. 12.20
17 Mirror Lake Green Houses, bushes 160.00
24 Tuftonboro Telephone Co. 8.72
American Fire Equipment Co., Inc. 153.35
American Radio Corp. 9.20
September:
4 New England Telephone 10.09
14 N.H. Electric Cooperative 6.90
Walter Smith, Fire Warden 94.00
W. Fred Tuttle & Son, work 12.00
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. 3 42
Wright Communications, Inc. 8.00
American Fire Equipment Co., Inc. 12.25
Wolfeboro Oil Co., Inc. 165.88
John W. Hardie, Jr. 38.88
Melvin Garage 208.35
Melvin Marine Basin 115.00
October:
5 N.H. Electric Cooperative, Inc. 18.51
19 Tuftonboro Telephone Co., telephone 12.27
New England Telephone, telephone 14.63
26 N.H. Electric Cooperative, Inc. 6.46
Tuftonboro Telephone Co. 6.22
Diamond National Corp., padlocks 16.20
Norman T. Blake, gas and oil 2.25
Melvin Garage, gas 22.44
Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. 3.04
Wolfeboro Oil Co., Inc. 4.55
November:
2 N.H. Electric Cooperative, Inc. 6.90
9 New England Telephone 8.40
16 Melvin Garage 151.83
23 N.H. Electric Cooperative, Inc. 11.16
30 Sanel Auto Parts, Inc. 170.55
John W. Hardie, Chief 200.00
Reginald Colby 60.00





Name and Description Valuation
Abcrnathv, Alexander T.





2 Abbie Hersey 90' Shore 700.
Part Agnes Eaton Lot 1,500.
Adams, Kenneth G.
Lot #16 Little Bear Island 1,350.




Adams, Dr. Ronald W.
House & Lot #9 Mirror Lake 7,700.
Estates— Pettengill
Lots Bennett Farm Dev. 1,600.
Boat C 150.
Adams, Virginia R.
Camp— Lot #10 Bear Island 151' Shorage
(Jamison-Lovett) 3,300.
Adriance, John B.









Allen, H. Raymond et. al.
Camp Haley Point 114' Shore 4,400.
Allen, Robert
House & Lot Gilbert Cheney 1,300.
Allen, Woodward
i/
3 Thco Hunt Camp 3,600.
Boat C 400.
Almquist, Robert J. & Priscilla
Butman, Donald G.
4 Acres Lot— Piper House 5,000.
Abbott, Grace W.
3/4 F. Wiggin Lot & Camp 2,500.
Abbott, Harry
86 Bickford and Stillings 250.
Altham, Arnold
Trailer H 1,000.
American Youth Foundation of New Hampshire, Inc.
200 Bodge Place 700.
1
200 Lots 48 & 49 Mountain 250.
90 Part of McDuffie 250.
2300' Shorage 5,100.
Ames, Barbara M. (Miss)




Camp & Lot Beech Pond 1,000.
Brown Lot Beech Pond 375' Shore 450.
Anderson, Arthur E.







Lot 56 Bear Island 150' Shore 1,350.
Camp 1,200.
Anderson, Elliott A.
Part McKeen Lot 350.
Anderson, F. Edward
Lots 4 & 5 Hall & Camp 4,400.
Boat 100.
Anderson, Herbert















3^ Lot Beech Pond (E. H. Smith) 150' shorage 1,800.
Camp 1,200.
Archambault, Lucien A. & Jean I.
Lot #162 Cow Island 95' Shore (N. E. Dev.) 900.
Argersinger, Roy E.









R. Gately Lot #9 Candage 2,100.
Part Haley Place (Glidden) 1,500.
Boat 100.
Avery, Mrs. Robert H.
5 J. M. Haley 500.
i/
2 Wescott Camp 3,000.
Jackson Lot 250.





Backus, Richard A., Dr.
Lot Narrows 150' shore 1,000.
Baer, Hazel S.











Baker, Elliot & Sara
200 Kurth Farm (Burleigh) 6,500.
Baker, Gordon
Boat W 300.
Bald Peak Land Co., Inc.
25 R. Gordon 3,850.
35 F. Home 3,300.
i/
2 C. Campbell 600.




7 Dr. Adams — Gendro Place 4,400.
Banfield, H. L.
Little Squirrel Island, 2 Camps 2,100.
Laura Banfield-Morrison 900.
Boat W 150.
Banks, Thomas H., Dorothea M. & Donald W.
Lot #21 Parkham, (Bear Island) 150' shorage & Camp 3,000.
Barba, Raymond & Phyllis
Lot #2 Pineedle Cove 5,500.
Barker, Robert A.
Boat W 800.
Barker, Wm. J. & Agnes E.
Lot Willy Cow Island— Lois Barker 900.
100' shore Richard Barker Heirs Camp 1,000.
Barnard, Daniel F., Mrs.
2 Camps and Part of Bertha Shepherd Lot 5,500.
Barnard, Daniel F., Jr.
Boat 300.
Barnard, Margaret
Camp & Lot (Wiggin) 250' shore 3,300.
Barnes, Russel T.
Boat T 600.
Barraclough, Roger P. & Nancy J.
130' shore & New Home (Reed) 2,500.
Boat 200.
Barrow, Mrs. W. L.
Camp & Lot— Johnson -Micelotta 154' shorage 6,000.
Barry, Robert H.
11 Stevens Lot 250.
Barsanti, Umbcrto





I14 Lot B. Hurlburt Farm 200' shore 2,800.
Bartlett, Richard W., Jr.




Salem Homes Inc. (Basin) 10 Camps 25,000.
Bates, Richard B., Jr.
New Cottage (Paul Wood) 60' shore 2,500.
Bates, Richard B., Sr.
34 Goulding-Dore Lot 3,000.
Boat W 1,400.
Batley, John W.
I1/9 Camp & Lot (W. W. Thomas) 200' shore 3,300.
Boat C 150.
Bauer, Frederick, Jr.
Lots 40-41 Mirror Lake Estates Cottage New Garage l ° 5,800.




Bealey, Ralph A. and Eleanor














Lot 51 & Bldg. Beech Pond 5,000.
Belastock, Stanley T.
Cottage & Lots 6-7 Wildwood Estates 2,500.
Boat C 200.





Camp & Lot (E. B. Edgerly) 125' shore 2,200
Bell. Kenneth
Trailer H 1,000
Bennett, Douglas L. & Ruth W.





Benoit, Paul F., Jr.
1 Bartlett (Bain-Mclntire) 100.
Benson, Paul




Boats 2 W 1,700.
Bernard, Paul
Lot 107 Cow Island 2 Camps 175' shore 2,800.
Boat RW 200.
Bernier, Wilfred P.
Lot Cow Island 262 Lot 262A Cow Island 170' shore 3,400.
Berrv, Charles




Lot 40, & 50 ft. of 41 & Camp Bear Island 3,000.
Beveridge, Robert C, Jr.
H/2 Camp & Lot (J. A. Edgerly) 2,750.
Beyerstedt, Dorothy A.
Lot CI Martin Hill Estates 1,300.
Bezanson, Bruce E.




Lot 242 Cow Island Sc Building 100' shore (W. Tibbetts) 3,300.
Bigelow, Joseph P. & Frances J.





Boat D.T. 2 2,000.
Biggs, John M. & Margaret C.
Lot #24 Dan Hole Pond 105' shore Lot 25 Wildwood Est. 2,000.
Lot 26 Dan Hole Pond 500.
Binette, Paul & Irene M.
Lot #243 Cow Island 900.
Bishop, Walter A. & Dorothy M.
C. Young Camp — Pigott 2,500.
Black, George B.
Camps & Lot C. O. Dorc 6.100.
Boat W 800.
Black, Robert E. & Shirley M.
Camp & Lot (Theo Whitten-V. Drowne) 135' shorage 4,000.
Boat W 230.
Blake, Norman T.
Lot 30 Melvin Gardens Gas Station 4,000.
Blount, Mrs. Gertrude
Camp — Wawbeek Road 2,750.
Blue, Malcolm




Lot #13 Mill Pond Meadows & Bldg. (Thomas) 700.
Bond, Elizabeth N., Mrs.
Lot #6 Dunsford 6,600.
Boat W 1,000.
Borck, Paul B.
Boats 2 T 400.
Borjchen. Walter C.
Lots 8, 8A, 9 Carillon Shores 3,300.
Boston Y.M.C.A.
55 Capitola Tyler Lot) 8,650.
110 Northwoods-Blake)
Bowen, Joseph H.
Whortleberry Isle (Rich) 400' shore & Camp 4,500.
Boat 200.
Bowen, Peter C.
Whortleberry Island (Rich) 300' shore 2,700.
Bowler, Frederick E.
Lot 67 & Bldg. Beech Pond 4,200.
Bowles, F. Douglas &: Madeleine
1 A. Brooks— House Sc Lot 1,900.
Boyd, Gordon
17 E. Trick (Helping Hand) 3,750.
2 Cottage— Trick 1,750.
Boyd, Raymond W.




4 A. Henry Brackett (Baldwin) 1.650.
15 A. Roland Kimbal land 700.
Dan Libby 2,700.
Bradburn, James R. & King T.




Copp Camp— Mirror Lake Oak Hill 125' shore 2,300.
Brask, Henry and Antoinette Wr .
Lots 27, 28 Sc 236S Sc Cottage Hidden Valley 6,000.
Brasseur, Herbert S.







Brigden, Mrs. Evelyn F.
White Camp 3,000.









Brin ton, Roscoe, Jr.
i/
2 of 9 & 10 Wildwood Estates and Camp 1,950.
Britton, Stanley J.
2 Lots & Camp Realty Inv. (Blockus) 3,800.





Earl R. Brown, Trustee
Land — Mirror Lake— 50' shorage (A. Libbey-Thayer) 600.
Brooks, Lesley Adele
Vaughan— (Lower School) 1 ,200.
Brooks, Lt. Gen. Edward H.








10 Goldsmith Lot 250.
40 Part Brown Farm 350.
Brown, Charles E.
Camp Lot — Beech Pond 275' shorage 1)00.
Brown, Charles J.
Lot 1 fc i/2 of Lot 2 & Camp 125' shore (G. Johnson) 4,400.
Boat 250.
Brown, Chester G.
Lot #12 Chase Island 100' shore 900.
Camp 1,200.
Brown, Clyde C. & Amy L.






2/5 Lot & Camp Beech Pond 800.
100 Tuttle Lot 350.




20 Levi Ayers 150.
















2 W. W. Thomas 586' Shore— Building 7,200.




48 Darius Beecham 350.
Burgoyne, F. O.
Camp & Lots 15 & 16 Wildwood Estates—
Dan Hole Pond 200' shore 2,700.
Burhoe, Ralph W. & Frances B.
2i/£ Belleview Island— (Brown) 1,000.
Burleigh, H. S. Heirs
16 Meadow 100.
Burnett, Howard, Jr. & Donald H.
Camp & Lot— Hersey 200' shore 3,000.
Burns, Ben
Camp (Shore Acres) (Bldg. Only) 900.
Burns, Gerald A.
Lot #11 Mill Pond Meadows (Thomas) 400.
Boat T 150.
Burton, Lewis C. & Hortense E.
Lot #161 Cow Island 90' shore & Camps (NH Dev) 2,800.




Bush, Rev. C. Paul, Jr.
Lot #26 Mirror Lake Estates 3,100.







Cahill, James F., Jr. & Barbara E.
Gallagher House— 210' shore 10,500.
Callahan, Charles H. & Anna L.
Abbott Recreational Devcl. Co., Inc. (2 acres) 300.
Calnan, L. M.
Trailer E 900.
Calvani, Ralph A. & Eugenia K.




Attn. Harvey C. Wardell
4 Eaton Field 600.
Melvin Island 250.
600' Shorage 3.300.
4 Lot (Whitten) 100' shore 700.
20 Eaton Field 2,200.
Lot— Whitten-Hodgdon 1.100.
Abenake Golfland Inc. 2,000.
Washtub 3,500.
Camp Idlewild
220 Part Cow Island 27,750.
Camp Win. Lawrence
63 Copp Knoll 7,700.
20 Burleigh Pasture 250.





5 Hookirk Backland 400.
Canney, Lillian A.
i/
2 Bertha Johnson Lot 250.
Lot #5 Candage-Lovelace 2,500.
Cannon, Franklin A.
Lot 46 & Bldg. Beech Pond 4,300.
Lot 47 Beech Pond Sunrise 300.
Cannon, Richard B.
3i/
2 Land & Bldgs.— Wiggin— 150' shore 3,600.
Caputo, Joseph A.
2 A. 80' shore— 2 Camps (Lovering) 5,500.
Add'l backland (Lovering) 1,000.
Cardullo, Joseph J. & Virginia A. Mullin
Camp Lot— Young-Hamblen 2,400.
Carley, Frederick





Carr, William J. & Marthe T.
Island Sales Corp. Lot #157 Cow Island 100' shore & camp 1,100.
Lot 157A Cow Island 200.
Carty, Arthur
Trailer H 1,000.
Cary, (Mrs. Richard E. Car)")








6 Asa Fox i/2 Interest 1,650.
Cavanaugh, Edward










Lot #164 Cow Island 100' shorage— Island Dev. 900.
Chang, John H.
Lot #4 & Camp Beech Pond 3,900.
Chapman, Donald H. & Evelyn E.
Lot 18— Kamarobee Assoc. Inc., Chases Isl. 100' shorage 900.
Bldg. 1,300.
Chapman, W. N.




2y2 Van Horsen Camp 2,000.
Boat T 1,000.
Chase, Wm. David & 6 Others
40' right of way to lake 400.
Chauncey, Russell
Lot Morse (Gould) Camp 1,400.
Cheney, William J.
1/5 J. B. Whitten 600.
Chick, George C. & Grace L.
100 A. Haley (Baxter) 1,200.




100' Shore Camp Navajo— (Chisholm) New Garage 2,800.
Boat C 200.
Chislett, Ralph E.
Lot #45 Sunrise Dev. and Building 4,500.
Christian, William H.
i/2 Camp & Lot— Henry Porter 3,300.
Boats C (2) 1,000.
Churchill, Jon
Lot 64 Hidden Valley 300.
Clapp, Allen
Boats W (2) 1,000.
Clapp, Robert
Trailer RW 1,000.
Clark, Ernest C, Jr.
Back Lot— 100' x 145' on 109 300.
Clark, Howard V.
Bonnieview Wharf Rd. 6,050.
Clark, James D.
Ernest Clark Lot & House 7,200.
Boat T 200.
Clark, John W., Jr.







z Camp & Lot 7 Candage
Clark, Paul F.
l/i Geo. Straw Place 2,800.
Clark, May
Drucker— Lot & Bldg. 1,500.
Clark, Robert S. & Dorothy W.
Winn— Shore Lot #2 Mixer Camp 2,800.
Clark, William F.











Lot #9 Whortleberry Inc., 145' frontage 1,300.
Tool Shed 200.
Clinton, Wills H.




Clough, William L. & Evelyn R.
Lot & Bldgs. (R. Bennett) 2,000.




Boat W (2) 1,100.
Cohen, Norman R.





Colcord, Robert & Shirley R.
N.H. Isl. Dev. Inc., Lot #231 900.
103' shore Camp 1,200.
Coleman, Dr. Joseph H.
Camp & Lots 44, 45, 46, 47 Bear Island 6,500.
Boats C (3) 800.
Collard, Thomas J. Heirs




30 Boardman Place 1,000.
Conant, Roger B., Jr.
Mattlege-Bean Place 3,300.







Connolly, Thomas H. & Helen W.
i/








Richard Cooper, Geo. Walker & C. Russell Chillaber, Atty's
Hartley Property 30,000.
Cooper-Ellis, Lovat F. M.
150' shore (Lot 4A Dora Meyer) 1.500.
100' shore Lot 4B Dora Meyer 1,000.
New House & Camp 6,500.
Copp, Stuart, Jr.
Lot 46A Cow Island 50' shore 450.
Lot 45 Cow Island 100' shore 900.
Camps 1,800.
Corelli, Bernard
Davis House & Dining Room (Paige) 5,000.
Trailers L (2) 1,400.
Corbin, Francis L. & Catherine W.
Camp— 147' shore— Sibley 3,000.
Cossaboom, Robert D. and Judy A.
Sunrise Lot 240 200.
Costley, Alfred
Boats T (2) 400.
Coughlin, Francis B.




Coventry, Robert A. & Bernice E.
Lot 156 Cow Isl. 100' shore N.H. Island Dev. Assoc. Inc. 900.
156B 200.
156A Cow Isl. 200.
Cowdrey, Robert S., Jr.
Lot Al — Martin Hill Estates 500.
Cowdrey, Robert S. & Anna






Hayes— Home Place 1.850.
2 W. W. Thomas-Hayes 150.
Crane, William M., Jr.


















1/2 Pillsbury Camp & Part Shepherd Lot 4,600.
Cullen, Mrs. Arthur V.
House Lot— Dudley-Sibley 5,000.
Boat C 350.
Cullen, Richard
Lot #5 Russo-Melvin Gardens Sub-Division 2,800.
Boat M 300.
Culleton, James F., Dr.
Camp & Lot Whitten 200' shore 8,250.
Boats C (2) 350.
Culton, H. Howard
Lot #57 Bear Isl. 150' shorage 1,350.
Cummings, Wayne
i/






Currier, John A„ Mrs.
9 Lot B k Lots 9, 10, 11, 12 Haverhill Acres & Camps 4,500.
Currier, W. H.
Trailer L 300.
Curtis, Fred M. k Mary D.
Whortleberry Isl. Rich 200' shore (1350 back—1550) (313) 1,800.
Boat 200.
Curtis, Thomas P.








Lot #5 Wildwood Estates 500.
Daly, William G.
Lot 7 & Camp Winni Shore 3,000.
Danforth, Oliver L. & Helen M.
Lot #7 Mirror Lake Estates 800.
Danforth, Evelyn A.







Lots 2-10 ) Shorage 2800'
Lots 244-247)
Lots 249-257) Cow Island 10,200.
Lots 19-23 )
Lots 27-33 )





Camp & Lot (Whitten-DeCoeur) 1,100.
H/2 Land (Part C. Davis Field) (Whitten) 200.
Davis, George S. & Shirley B.




Osgood Lot Shorage 92' Haverhill Acres & New Camp 5,000.
Davis, Paul W.
8 Hersey Lot 150.
115 Wallace Place 250.
28 Drew Lot 150.
10 Pine Lot 150.
15 Wiggin Lot 150.
30 Peavey Lot 150.
2 Evelyn Evans & Building 1,600.
Davis, Scott H. & Jeanne M.
Corliss Lot 8 150' shore Little Bear Island 1,350.
Dawson, John W.
Lot #43 Sunrise Dev. Buildings 2,300.
Dawson, Robert











14 Camp & Lot (Ralph Bennett) 600.
8 Add. Land (Bennett) Meadow 350.
Trailer 300.
Delahanty, Thomas W.
Lot, Mirror Lake 360' shore, Building 2,500.
Denning, Jerome
Boat W 1,000.
Deterling, Dr. Ralph A., Jr.
Lot Chas. Young Camp 70' shore Hersey-Mixer—
Branford Mfg. 85 ft. shorage 4,500.
Rich (Whortleberry Isl.) 2.250.
Boats (2) M 800.
Detwiler, Richard M.
Inaschool (Packard) Building 4,500.
14
Boat M 200.
Devlin, Richard E. & Dcnise H.
Realty Investments Inc., Wildwood Est. Dan Hole Pond 105' 500.
Dexter, Fred A.
Trailer H 500.
Deyak, Robert M., jr.





Dillon, Patrick J. & Mary E.
40 Camp (Roberts) 900.
DiRocco, Elizabeth, Mrs.
6i/
2 Swett Lot & Camp 000.
DiTolve, Mrs. Carmen F.
Trailer L 600.
Dirks, Bernard
Boats T (2) 1,800.
Dodge, Elmer W.
Haverhill Acres, Land & Buildings 2,750.
Dodge, Warren C, Mrs.
Trailer L 400.
Doe, Andrew F. (Heirs)
95 Part Frank Doe 500.
Donnelly, Harold
Camp & Lot Lottie Rust 3,000.
Donovan, Francis J. & Marion C.
Camp & Lot #8 Mirror Lake Est. 5,000.
Lot A58 Mirror Lake Est. 300.
Donovan, John F.
Camp & Lot #9 Mixer (Elaine Bullard) 3,000.
Dore, Leon E.
1 Home Place 1,300.
20 Young Lot 200.
Dore, Mildred F.
H/2 W. P. Willand 150.
Dore, Roy E.
40 Pasture — Bisbee 500,
Dorian, Mrs. Alan
3 Chas. W. Davis Place, Building 6,200.
Lot 33 Whortleberry Island 1,100.
Lot 34 Whortleberry Island (Whortleberry Inc.) 1,100.
Lot 32 (Whortleberry Inc.) 1,800.
Boats T (3) 2,000.
Douglas, Bruce













84 W. W. Thomas— (Rolland Dow) 3,850.
Lot 10 Wingate Cove (Berwind 100' shore) 2,500.
Trailer 450.
Dreher, G. H. (Gerald)
Boat W 3,000.
Driscoll, John P.








Lot 20— Melvin Gardens Bldg. 1.100.
Dunham. James A. and Lorna E.
Lot 69 House & Lot Hidden Valley 4,300.
Durkee, H. Allen
13/4 Wm. Harris 2 Camps 5,500.
Boat W 800.
Duso, Jackson H.
Lots 130 & 131 & 132 2 Camps Cow Island
Lots 127— 128— 129— Moorhead Buildings 5,200.
Dussault, William E.
Parts of 26 & 27 (J. Haft) Bear Island 181' shorage, 3 Bldgs. 5.600.
Dutton, Albert R. and Shirley Loud
50 A Dame Farm 350.
Dyer, Geo. C, Admiral
Camp & Lot Litchfield Land (R. Dawson) 4.000.
Dyke, Robert G.
Trailers E 32 300.
Earle, Benjamin, Mrs.
Camp & Lot Beech Pond Lot Wm. Wyllie Beech Pond 2,000.
Eaton, Elizabeth L.
Camp Carillon Shores— Davis 6,600.
Boat T 700.
Ebert, Clinton C. & Carol A.




Camp & Lot Richardson Winter Harbor 3,500.
Boat W 1,200.
Eddy, Rhoden B.
House & Camps— Kenny 3.850.
Boats (2) C 150.
Edwards, Judson B. & Harriet T.
Lot #1 Hide-Away Shores New Camp 70' shore 3,000.





Ellis, James O., Jr.
Camp Willy-Long 300' shore 3,000.




Ellis, Robert W. & Dorothy F.
Camp & Lot (Humphrey) 2,000.
Boat W 200.
Elms, Ada









Lot 284 Cow Island 195' shore 1,800.
Engle, Carl R.
Lots 1647 Bear Island Camp 350' shore 3.800.
Englund, Thurston C.
Boat M 200.






Erskine, Alan L. & Green, Joan E.
50 Fanny Home— Erskine Place and Ausbrey Dow Lot 13,300.
Espiefs, Peter S.
10 Part Home Martin 250.
10 Pine Lot Martin 250.
4 Burbank Lot Martin 200
Essember, Dr. Lawrence
Boat W 500.
Etchells, Alfred W. & Ella
Camp & Lot 4 Mixer (R. Black) 2.500.
Boat W 500.
Ethridge, Charles E. et ux





Evans, Wayne T. & Elizabeth A.
1 A. Lassell Place 1 ,500.
Evans, William R., Jr.
Camp & Lot— Boathouse 200' shore 4,600.
Boat T 1,000.
Fabian, Dorothy C.
70 Moulton Lot (C, Thompson)
Merrifield Lot (C. Thompson) 500.
Fahlmann, Richard B. & Lucille
Peggy F. & William C. Cope
60 A (Severance) Beech Pond 500.
Fairbanks, Charles A.








2 Adjutant — Ray 350.
Trailer 850.
Farrell, Sydney W.











Boat T • 500.
Feise, Richard
Echo Island Camp 2,000.
Boat W 150.
Ficken. Carolyn
Camp & Lot Hersey Pasture 60' shore 2,809.
Field, William. G.
Camp— (Dore) 5,500.
Field, William S. & Elta M.
Lot 73 Hidden Valley 300.
Finkle, Samuel & Mildred
Lot & Cottage 100' x 120' (Ralph Piper) 3,700.
Finlay, Harrv




Rawding— Mirror Lake 2 Camps 3,200.
Trailer (1) 600.
Fiske, Rev. Wallace G.
li/
2 No. 7 Haverhill Acres & Camp 2,750.
Boat W 1,000.
Fitchet, Duncan M.
Camp & Lot #1 Bear Island 300' 4,700.





Lot 61 & Bldg. Beech Pond 4,300.
Fitzpatrick, Joseph
Camp & Lot #7 Mirror Lake 103' shore 3,100.






House & Lot— J. Hodsdon 2,800.
Flint, Harley A., Jr.
1/2 Camp & Lot 3,300.
Boat Camp 1,300.
18
Flye, Thorndike & Marion M.
135' shore Mirror Lake Building 2,500.
Flynn, Harold
Trailer L 1,600.
Forbes, Alexander III & Dorothea V.
Lower Bay Hanson, Walter B. Lots 10-11 (Haverhill Acres)
Bldg. 4.500.
Formichelia, Alfred E.




























90 Burleigh-Watson Place 4,000.
Frost, Stanley
Boat T 500.
Frye, E. Mervin & Helen H.
Richard & Virginia F. Elliott
li/2 Lots 12 & 13 Camps (Hall) (E. M. Frye) 3,300.
Fuller, George




Lot #3 Wildwood Estates Bldg. 1,300.
Fulton, Jr., A. O.
Boat W 1,600.
Funkhouser, Nancy F.




Lot #5 Melvin Heights Estates 1,200.
Gale, Thomas S.
19
Lot #6 Melvin Height Estates 1,000.
Gale, Walter H.
20 Part Geo. Wiggin 600.
Boat W 1,000.
Gallagher, John A. and Cecilia M.
Lot 29 House & Lot Hidden Valley 5,700.
Galick, George V.




Garaipy, Frank P. & Cecile M.











Part Lot #25 & Camp Bear Island 120' shorage 2,600.
Gately, Mrs. Katherine






Camp & Lot Russell Buttrick 80' shore 2,200.
Boat C 300.
George, Mrs. Ruth "Heirs"
Camp & Lot— Merrymount 4,200.
Gerrish, Grenville B.
14 Lot (E. Gilman) 500.
Getzelmann, Willard A.






Gilbert, H. Closson Sc Eunice M.
Lot #51 Bennett Farm Devel. 300.
Lot 59 & 60 Bennett Farm Devel. 600.
Gilman, Clifton
H. Jones Lot 200.
Girard, Raymond A.
Trailer E 1,300.
Glasser, Mrs. John L.
Boat T 2G0.
Gleason, George W. & Phyllis A.






74 A. L. Brewster Bldg. 3,350,
3 Mary Bean 100
2 Leon Shepherd 250
Glynn, George W.
Part D. Passon Bldg. 2,500
Boat W 250.
Glynn, James E. and Jean A.
Lot 234 Cow Island 900
Glynn, M. Patricia
Lot 70 Hidden Valley Bldg. 4,300
Boat 200
Godden, Harry M., Jr.
Lot (Davis) — Camps 6,000
Boat W L100
Goeller, Charles P.





H/2 acres Tract #2 Watson, Smith, R. J. 300
Good, Arthur
Boat W 450
Good, Timothy W. & Claire H.
Trailer H 1,200.
Goodhue, George K. Ill & Gail K.
Lots (M. Goodhue) New Cottage 2,200
Goodhue, G. K., Jr.




Camp Sc Lot Garland Corp. 2,500
Goodrich, Alice R.
Lizzie Hodgdon Place Bldg. 3,000
Goodrich, Alice
50 Ben Ham Lot 250
Gordon, Bruce A.







Camp & Lots 4 & 5 & y9 of 3 Bixby Shore 250' shore 3,300.
Boat C 500
Gould, Arthur
Boat WT (2) 450
Gould, Charles H.
Lot Sawyer Point 30' Shore & Camp 1,800
Gould, Charles T.





Camp & Lot 29 Mirror Lake Est. Lot 46 Bennett Farm 4,000.




Lot R. P. Young Bldg. 1,800.





Lot #27 Whortleberry Isl. Camp 4,000.
Greenwood, George L. "Heirs"
14 Butler Camp 2,500.
Winona (Cora Nelson) . 3,850.
7 Cottages 7,150.
Hull Camp 90' shore (R. Howe) 2,500.
Greist, P. Raymond & Adele H.
Lot 8 Russo Melvin Gardens Bldg. 3,300.
Boat M 800.
Griffin, Paul M. & Rita F.




1% Fulton Camp & Boathouse Land 3,300.
Guemple, Charles E.
Lot 11 Whortleberry 125' shore 1.100.
Cottage & Small Camp 1,500.
Lot #10 125' shorage 1,100.
Guiry, Robert C.
500' shore Cow Island Lots 71-77 3,300.
Camp 1,500.
2i/











Hall, John A. & Marian A.
Lot— Wharf Rd. 208' (E. B. Edgerly) Bldg. 1,800.
Hall, Marjorie & Brooks, Beatrice
Camp & Lot Merrymount 1,750.




Guest House 95' shore Brendel Shore 1,700.
Halloek, J. Elmer
Boat T 400.
Hallquist, Ronald C. & Priscilla L.
22
600.
Lot 229 Cow Isl. 90' shore (N.H. Dev. Assoc.) 900.





Meyer Lot & Bldgs. 200' shore Lot #7 7,000.
Boat W 350.
Hamilton, Christie P., Jr.
Boat W 500.
Hamlin, Jo Anne C.




















Lot #3 & Camp— Garside-Durkee 11,000.
Hardy, Able W.
Trailer L 700.
Hardy, Thomas E. and Joanne W.




Harpell, George I. & Gloria R.
Camp & Lot #7 Basin Dev. Corp. 2,500.
Boat C 500.
Harper, Elsa P.
Camp & Cabins & i/2 Lot, M. Piper, 62' shore 2,000.
Back Land 200.




Lot 53 & 3 Camps Bear Island 4,500.
Harriman, Jeanne S.
1 Camp 70' shore (Leander C. Buttrick) 2,500.
Harriman, Norris
Boats W (2) 500.
Harrington, Lawrence J. & Janet
Camp & Lot (Wolley, Woodward) 4,400.






















Lot 16 — Kamarobee Assoc. Inc.








Hawkins, Hazel P., Mrs.




2 Camp & Lot (Rosa Hayes) 50' 900.
Mitchell Place 1,650.
Boat W 700.
Hayes, Col. David W.
2 Camps W. W. Thomas 200' shore 2,500.
Hayes, Frederick D.
Lots 266-267-268 Cow Isl.— Bldg. 90' 95' 90' 4,000.
Hayes, Dr. John
Lot 23 Mirror Lake Estates 2.000.
Lot 52 Bennett Farm 150.
Hayes, Oliver W.
Boat C 250.
Hayes, Rosa P., Inc.
c/o Hayes, C. Willard
2 Camps & Lot (R. Hayes) 200' shore 3,500.
Hayford Kimball Lumber Co.
Lot 228 Cow Isl. N.H. Dev. 90' shore 800.
Hayward, John W.
Trailer L 800.
Hayward, Morris J. and Marie T.
Lot 1 Cow Island 1,000.
Hazel tine, George W.






3 Levi Ladd Bldg.
Heald, Frederick
Camp— Basin— Humphrey 2.200.
Boat W 600.
Healy, Daniel C. & Malsie B.





Lots 17, 18. 19, 21 & 22 Wharf Rd. 1,100.
Heinrich, Frederick














Boycroft Lot 400' shore 3,300.
Camp & Lot Brennan-Dore 2,200.
2 Lots (Coburn) Dore 3,300.
Trailer L 700.
Hersey, Harold G.
150 Everett Hersey Place 4,200.
Hersey, Irving
c/o Donald Bryant under Irrevocable Trust
Brennan Camp 1,300.
Hersey, Irving, Revocable Trust
Land & Buildings— Mirror Lake 14,300.
Hersey, Reginald




2 Ben Lucas Bldg. 1,000.






















135 Xeal Place Bldg. 3,300.
55 Xcal Pasture 500.






Lots 54 & 53 Bear Island Camp & 190' shore
Holden, John S. & Cheryl L.





Camp — P. Davis 1,650.
Lot — Morse 500.
Lot Bldg. L200-
Hopgood, Alice D., Mrs.
Lot 6 & i/2 of 7 Hull Camp (Christensen)
300' shorage— 300' road 5,500.
Horle. Richard






Horton, Mrs. Arthur W.
Camp & Lots 11 & i/2 of 10 Hull-Hoppin 2.500.
Hosman, Jack C.
Lot 7 & Bldg., i/2 of 8 Wildwood Estates 2,500.
Lot 31 and Backland with 50' shore 500.
Houde, Raymond
Boat W 600.
House, Cecil G., Mrs.




Howard, Godfrey G. & Cornelia P.
115' shore Lot #5 (Berwind) Kamarobee Assoc. Inc. 2,000.
Howard, Pauline R. & James E.
8 Will Haley Bldg. 5,000.
Howe, Chester W.
Winslade Camp & Piper Pasture 2,500.
Howe, Leonard A. fc Eleanor P.
Lot, Paige & Camp 1,600.
Howe, Robert
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Lot 32 Bear Isl. & Camp 160' shore 2,700.
Howland, Richard, Dr.
Lot 36 & 50' of 37 Bear Isl. Camp 3,900.
Hubbard, A. W.
Boat T 600.
Hubbard, Ward S. Heirs




2 Goodell Camp & Lot 2,400.
Boat C 150.
Hudson, Charles D.




Part 30, 31, 32 Little Bear Isl. Thomas 2,900.
Building 1,000.
Hull, Lawrence
14 Remick Lot 250.
Home Place— Remick-Hull 2,900.
Boat 300.
Humphrey, Gorham W.
Stanley Banfield Camp 25 A. Chase Lot (backland)







Boat W (2) 1,700.
Huron, Capt. F. H. & Elizabeth F.
Lot #6 & Camp 160' shore Carillon Shores (K. Bell) 3,500.
Boat W 250.
Hutchins, Carlcen
1/2 Lot "A" Hurlburt
1 Wm. Conant Camp 150' shore 3,650.
Hussey, Richard M.
Camp — Abbott Lot Johnson 1,300.
Huston, Ansel E. & Bertha
li/






Irish, Muriel, Mrs. & Little, Robert
14 Camp & Lot Edgerly 2,400.
Island Sales Corp.






Jackman, Elmer E. &: Anna S.
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Burton Place (Piper) Bldg. 600.
Jacobs, Mifiin S. & Ruth
Lot #1 Winnshores & Camp 2,750.
Boat W 250.
Jamitkowski, Walter J.




Russo-Melvin Gardens Lot 5 Sub -division (Nowlan) 5,800.
Jett, Robert




100' shore & Camp— Waitt 2.-00.
Drowne Lot 1,000.
Johnson, Donald A. & Suzanne M.
H/2 Lot 6 & Camp Haverhill Acres from Johnson, Charlton E. 2,800.
Johnson, Mrs. Dorothea





Johnson, Frank B. Sc Lucy L.











2.4 Del Mclntire Lot 200.
Bldg. 200.
Trailer 600.
Johnstone, James W. & Enid E.
Tract I Lots 121-122-123-124 200' shore 1,800.




2 Devon Island Camp (Doremus) 2,500.
Jones, Clifford B.
Boats W (2) 150.
Jones, George A.
Camp & Lot Narrows 1,100.
Jones, Henry E., Jr.









2 Camps Beech Pond 1UUU -
Bosher Lot 300' shorage 2,400.
Jordan, Gilbert
Camp & Lot 100' shore (Lot 1)
Mirror Lake-Mixer-Oak Hill 1,800.
Judge, Edward M. & Helen P.
Camp & Lot (Mixer) 2,200.
Kai, Bertha M.
Lot 150' shore Beech Pond 900.
Camp 800.
Kamarobee Associates, Inc.
Chases Island (22 Lots) 6,600.
Shore & Bldgs. (Benvind) 20,000.
Patterson Bldg. 3,000,
Hall Bldg. 15,000.
Kammler, Edward A., Jr.
Boat W 1300.
Kean, George A., Jr. and Mary L.








Kemp ton, Albert E.
Boat W 300.
Kendrew, Melinda R. & Lois K. Caporal
4 Ide Camp 600' shore ' 8,200.








Keyes, William A. & Marion A.
Property of Priscilla Keyes Dame Rd. (Mary P.) Bldg. 3,100.
Boat 300.
Kimball, Hayford T.







Kirby. Frank E. &: Emily
Camp & Lot 258 Cow Island 118' shore 3,000.
Kirkland, Hugh M.
Old Fire Station (Melvin) Land & Bldg. 1,000.
Kirshner, Gloria I.
Lots 28-29-30-31 & Camp Whortleberry Isl. 5,800.
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Klchm, Phyllis M„ Mrs.






\/2 Lot, Narrows 150' shore 900.
Boat W 900.
Kniznik, Judith
Lot #11 & Bldg. Beech Pond 5,000.
Kneeland, Ralph F.
Lot 16 (B. Williams) 300.
Knowlton, Donald













Kunderman, Philip J., Dr. & Shirley B.
Lots 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 & Camp Whortleberry Isl. 9,500.
Boat W 300.
Kussmaul, Edwin E.









Ladd, Peter T. & Joyce C.
Lot 4 Pineedle Cove (Sawyers Point) 1,000.
Laing, George
% House & Lot— Part of Shepherd 2,700.
Laing, Theodore W. and Jacqueline T.
Lot 18 House & Lot (Sunrise) 4,700.
Lamb, Sarah L.






2 Lots 70 & 71 Mountain 80 acres 200.
Ward Lot 10 A. 200.
Landau, Walter A. & Frances R.
Lot 9 79' shore 700.




Lane, Timothy J., Jr.








Trailers RW (2) 900.
Larson, Thomas A.





Lots 93-95 Cow Island and Camp 4,100.
Laura, Lois and Bruno
50 Florence Woodmancy Place Bldgs. 2,200.
Lauzonis, Sabina V.
11 Lot & Camp Beech Pond 300' 2,100.
Lawless, Jerome C. and Judith A.




21 Camp & Lot (Beech Pond) 3,000.
Kent, O. Laurence, Jr.
95 A Pasture Haley John Bennett 900.
Lawrence, Richard
65 Part of Dan Libby Lot 600.
Lear, Edward F.
Camp & Lot 9 Bear Island 150' shore 3,000.
Boat T 200.
Leathers, Donald E. & Carlton J.






Part Lot 4 & Part Lot 5 (Oakhill) Camp 2,600.
Leonard, Isaac
Trailer E 1,000.
LeRoux, Edward G., Jr.






3 Luddy Camp— (Heslor) 9,900.
Opperman Lot 50' shore 1,100.
Boat W 250.
Levergood, Jack C.
Camp & Lot (Ellis) 4,500.
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Levesquc, Louis E.
Camp & Lot— (Wiggin) 2,000.
Levy, Mrs. Elizabeth W.
i/2 Bungalow, Hodgdon 1,000.
Lewis, James L. & Dorothy A.
4 Part Whitehouse (Tabor)
50 Whitehouse Farm 1,500.
Lewis, Marlynn P. & Cornelia A.
Lot #5 Haverhill Acres from Malcolm Bldg. 1,600
Libby Museum Park Trust
Park Lot — Libby 1,100.
Light, jerry T., Dr.
Little Birch Island Lodge & Camp-Bldg. 3,500.
Lillis, Glenna Mae
Bowan Field (Bense) Boatshed 3,000.
Lindbald, Carl A., Tr.
89 Home Place Bldg. 3,000.
Lindol, Mrs. Harry C, Estate
1 Camp— Lot— Dunsford 7,700.
Liptak, Albert B.
Island Sales Corp. Lot 178 Cow Island 100' shore, Camp 2,700.
Litwhiller, S. Truman
10 Bisbee-Bean Lot & Camp 1,200.
Livingston, Mrs. Donald E.
1 Galloup Camp 11,000.
% Benson Lot 150.
Boat Camp 350.
Lloyd, Howard
Sawyers Point Land & Bldg. 1,300.
Loftus, George
20 Fred Moulton— (Dow) Bldg. 1,100.
Lord, John Wesley & Margaret R.






















Camp & Lot 39 Mirror Lake Estates 110' shore 3,300.
McCarter, Douglas H.
Lot 15 Mirror Lake Est. 800.
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Lot 61 Bennett Farm Dev. 300.
McCarter, Howard R.
Lot 14 Mirror Lake Est. House 5,800.
McChord, Creighton P.
Lot 37 Mirror Lake Estates 1,100.
McClellan, Paul H. & Joan E.
Lot 281 Cow Island 90' shore N.H. Island Dev. Assoc. Inc. 800.
Lot 282 90' shore S00.




Lot 27 & 28 Bldg. Wildwood Est. 3,000.
McCue, Thomas E.
Trailer E 24 1,200.
McDade, Edward
10 Pine Lot (Dore) & Cottage 1,300.
McDonald, Marilyn E.
Camp Powhatan (Young) (Edna Wood Camp) 1,800.
McDonald, William J. & Mary K.
(Dawson) Lot 11 Chase Island, Bldg. Kamarobee Assoc. Inc. 2,700.
McDuffee, Gerald






2 C. Wilcox Camp; 2 J. M. Haley 2.000.




Camp Lot 2 Haverhill Acres 2.200.
Mcintosh, L. R.









McMartin, Helen & Others
20 Strubin Place 10,000.
80 Strubin Place LI 00.




Madden Lot & Camp 4,200.
Trailer RW 1,300.
Boat RW '300!
MacAusland, Dr. W. R., Jr.





MacDonald, H. Holden, Dr.
10 Home Place— (Rudolph) 2,800.
MacDonald, Robert P.
Lot #18 Hidden Valley 300.
MacLean, Helen (Mrs.)
Bungalow— Cummings 2,400.
MacLennen, Hugh R. & Dagmar






Lamprey Land & Bldg. 5,500.
Magistrelli, John C. & Hazel L.
Lot 64 & Bldg. Sunrise Dev. 4.300.










Trailer L. E. 1,000.
Maltby, Jane Merriam
F. Kimball 150' shore Building 2,100.
Mansfield, James
Lot #42 Hidden Valley 300.
March, Benjamin F.
10 Huckins, Estabrook 200.
Marchant, Dr. Douglas
Boat W 1,500.
Marcotte, Ed. H. & Amy M.
Lot 5, Melvin Gardens 95' shore (Cowan) 5,000.
Boats (3) camp 1,400.
Markus, F. E., Trustee
Boat T 250.
Marriott, J. Willard & Richard E.
5 R. Jones-Bushnell (Hot Shoppee) 21,000.
116 W. W. Thomas (Hot Shoppee) 2,400.
Boycroft (Hot Shoppee) 1,100.
200' shorage 1,100.
Marriott, J. Willard
Boats (3) Boathouse 1,600.
Marriott, Russell S. & Phyllis B.
McCarthy, Dunsford 335' shore 10,500.
Boat T (2) 1,300.
Marsh, Dexter H., Jr. & Marian M.





Lot 191 Cow Island Lots 193-194-192 780' shore Camp
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Lots 399-400-401-402-403 and land on N..E side of lots 5,600.
Marshall, John
Lot Whortleberry Island (Rich) 350' shore 2 lots
Lots 14 & 17 2,850.
Boat M 600.
Martel, Maurice H.
Lot 22 & Bldg. Beech Pond 7,200.
Martin, Ellery & Loomis, John D.
Lot 42 & Part 41 Bear Island 230' shore
Lot 43 & 422' shore 2 Camps 5,500.
Mason, Reginald




Camp & Lot 50' shore (Hayes) 700.
Matthews, Llovd G.
Trailer E 27 1,100.
Mattson, G. W.
Boat W 200.
Mayer, Harold F. & Margaret
3 Arthur Wiggin Lot 600.
Boat W 200.
Maynard, William
Part of (Melvin Island) 150.
Mazzocca, Augustus
Lots 195-212 (Cow Island) Cottage & Bldgs. 12,000.
Boats (5) Camp 600.
Mazzoni, Nicholas U.
Land & Bldgs.— Cow Island (Spooner) 71' shorage
Spooner Lot 153' shorage 3,200.
Meader, Arnold E. & Elinor L.
Lot 3 Candage-Courchene Camp 2,000.
Mears, Edward
Boats T (2) 1,600.
Meehan, Charles





Lot 15 Sunrise Dev. Portion of Lot 77
Sunrise Dev. Bldgs. (Lot 15) 5,400.
Mellen, James W.
Lot 41 Sunrise Dev. Buildings 2,300.
Mello, Joseph L.










25 Bean (Heirs) — Abbott 500.
Merritt, Robert D.
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Mervin, Lawrence W. & Irene K.
Lot A Bennett Farm Dev. 400.
Meserve, Edwin C. and Marilyn M.
Lot 5 & 5A Cow Isl. 1,500.
Metcalf, John
Boat RW boat only 150.
Meurling, Alfred
12 Part (Sarah Brown Farm) Bldg. 2,000.
Meyer, Donald M. & Elizabeth W.
Lot 9A Meyer 175' shore; Parcel 9C 5C shore 2,250.
Meyer, Dora M.
50 Max Meyer (Camp Boycroft Inc.) 4.500.
Meyer, Melvin B.




Miller, Herbert E., Jr.
20 Lillian Bean Lot 250.
Miller, H. B.
Boat W 500.








6 Camp & Lot— Sawyer 9,000.
Boats (3) Camp 1,000.
Mills, Louise W.
2 Mary Caverly Place Bldg. 3,000.
Mills, Ruth E.
24 Lot— Beech Pond 500.
Milnes, Richard H. "Heirs"
i/





Minot, Mrs. Patricia (Emery)
Kenworthy Lot 200.
Minsk, John D.
Lots 52-53 & Bldg. Beech Pond 4,600.
Mitchell, Bernard W.
Lot & Camp (Pete Stanard) Mirror Lake 2,800.
Mitchell, D. Davis
From G. Taylor— Melvin Gardens— Lot 25 Cellar 700.
Mitchell, Hugh
i/
2 Lot & Camp (R. Hayes) 75' shore (Hibbs P24) 2,000.
Mock, Charles N.
Island Sales Corp. Lots 260 & 261 & Camp





Lot 31 Wildwood Dan Hole Pond— Camp 2,500.
Moisan, Leo
Trailer H 1,200.
Montana, Robert W. $c Helen W.
(Christie) Windswept Island (Camp) 1,200.
Moody, Clayton C, Heirs
54 Part of Bassett Farm 350.
Moody, Clifford J.
Lots 187-188-189 Cow Island 305' shore Camp 4,200.
Moore, John L. and Hedi K.







Moore, Russell M. & Patricia A.




Moran, Joseph W. & Marion B.
125' shore (Mixer) Bldg. 7,500.
Moretti, Antonio H.
25 Cheney, F. Gove Place Bldg. 1,600.
Morgan, Arthur G.
Lot 5 Chase Island 100' shore 900.
Morgan, John P.
Lot 2 Wildwood Estates— Camp 2.500.
Moloney. James J.
Lot 1-2 Williams 600.
Morrill, R. F.






























Murray, Helena M. & Mary B.
Camp &' Lot (Swett) 100' shore 3,300.
Murray, Joseph P.
Lot 4 Hide Away— Shore 900.
Boat C 200.
Murray, Thomas F. 8c Claire E.




Lots 1-2-3 & Bldg. Beech Pond 6,300.
Nabseth, Donald C.
Lot Chas. Young Camp (Deterling) 70' shore 4,500.
Boat M 200.
Nathanson, Gerald
Lot 13 Land & Bldg. 100' shore (Sunrise) 4,700.
Neal, James H. (Heirs)
44 Meadow (Great) 150.
Neal, John (Heirs)
12 Meadow (Great) 100.
Neal, Victor








Hurlburt Camp 250' shore 4,400.
Lot 1 Durkee 125' shore 2,500.
Lot 389' x 570' x 103' 2,500.
124' shore (H. Hurlburt) 5,000.
Newall, George, Heirs
Part Sawyers Point 100' Bldg. 3,000.
Newhall, George
Boat W 1,500.
N. E. Lumber Co.
147 A. Theo. Thompson (Drew) 400.
145 A. G. K. Howard 250.
114 Lot 1268 Chavalier 300.
28 Lot 1640 Ann Neal 150.
57 Lot 1640 Roberts 250.
68 Lot 1640 Moody 350.
Newgent, Harvey W. & jean
House & Lot Bernard 160' shore 4,500.
Boat C 300.
New Hampshire Baptist Youth Guidance Foundation
179 J. A. Brackett 2,200.
300 Lots 35-36-37 700.
30 E. Deland 150.




N. H. Electric Coop., Inc.
17.40 Miles of lines & Sub-station 11,000.
New Hampshire Island Development Assoc, Inc.
325 Part Cow Island 7,450.
1 Camp 1,200.
Nichols, Walter E., Jr. & Shirley M.









145' shore, Chase Island (Camp) Lot 31 4,000.
Noble, Paul & Helen
House & Lots 16-17 Mirror Lake Estates 5,000.
Nolin, Gilbert
Camp R. W. Noland 900.
Boat RW 500.
Norwood, Ruth H.























2 Camp & Lot Theo Whitten 75' shore 2,000.
Opachinsky, Seymour & Carol Joy
Part Haley Pasture (Johnson) Bldg. 250.
5 Straw Lot (Welch) 250.
70 Wesley Canney 3,500.
3 Hunt Field 350.
Oscarson, David
Boat W (2) 500.
Osgood, John B.
Marena Camp (Haverhill Acres) 2,750.
Osgood, Richard R.
Lot 9 Berwind Property 100' shore Bldg. 6,000.
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Osgood, Stanley W. & Townley-Tilson, Lucille
Camp & Lot (Mary Osgood) (Hunter) 1,650.
O'Sullivan, Charles
8 A. H. Abbott (N. Gordon) 150.
O Teri, Pat
Trailers L (2) 600.
O'Toole, Lawrence E. & Arlene E.
Camp & Lot Margaret Smith 1,300.
Ough, Sarah Lee
House & Lot 35 Minor Lake Estates 4,600.





Cottage Lot 4 Mixer Winnishore 3,000.
Boat 400.
Owen. Richard G. 8c Ann L.
2 Lots & Camp Cow Island (Willey) 240' shore




Cow Island 350' shore Lots 113-1 14-1 15-Camp 4,500.
Page, Louise & Allen
23 Camp & Lot— Haley Jackson Page 5,000.
Boat Camp 350.
Paine, Mrs. Dorothy Turner & Chester W. Turner
10 John MacNeal-Ames-Turner Bldg. 2,750.
1 Harry Straw Field 150.




Lots 220-221 Cow Island 220—100' Island Dev. 221—311' 3,100.
Palmgren, Paul R.
Lot 66 Hidden Valley 300.
Park, John D.
Trailer E 33 1,200.
Parker, A. B., Jr.
Boat W 800.
Parker, George
Lot 8 Land & Building— shore 100' (Sunrise) 4,200.
Boat M 200.
Parker, L. K.
Camp & Lot 9 & i/2 of 10 (A. Levitch) 2,400.
Parkin, Edwin
Boat T 400.
Parsons, Chester C. & Patricia M.
Lots 90 & 93 Cow Island 100' shore 900.
Parsons, Frederic W. & Marie A.











Bldg. Lanes End 300.
Peart, Thomas B.
Trailer E 1,600.
Pease, Chester C. & Elizabeth B.
Crimble Camp (Narrows) 110' shore 4,000.
Pccts, Yvonne
Lot 235 Cow Island 100' shore Island Dev. 900.
Pennell. Walter F.





4 A. Bald Peak Land Co. House and Lot 20,000.
Perry, James H.
' Trailer RW 350.
Boat RW 300.
Perreault, Lloyd P.
Trailer E 41 1,200.




20 Dore— Abbott 600.
Peterson, E. G.
Boat T 1,500.
Peterson, Harold & Barbara
10 G. Grant Field— Banfill 350.
F. Moulton-Banfill Wood Lot 200.
Peterson, Walter F. & Grace
Camp & Lot 19 Dan Hole Pond (Ob<arg) 100' shore 2,500.












Philbrick, Mrs. Mildred H.
Boat W 250.
Philbrick, Warren & Ruth
Lot & A-frame Cottage— Beech Pond 185' shore 2,600.
Phillips, Genevieve F.
Tyler-Mclntire Lot— Camp 2,200.
Phillips, Warren E. (Helen W.)
House & Lot— Curry-Blake 3,300.
Phinney, Fenella A.










Lot 1 74 Ft. George 2,200.
Pineo, Milton A.




160 R. Thompson Lot— (A. Fall) - 350.
Pitcairn, Alexander B., Jr.
Lot 233 Cow Island (Belineau) 1,000.




Plummer, George K., Sr.
Lot 283 Cow Island N. H. Dev. 100' shore 900.
Polhamns, Lloyd V. S; Florence F.
Lot 240 Cow Island 80' shore (N. E. Dev.) 700.
Pollini, James & John
30 Fay Lot (Britton) 250.
Pomerleau, Leon & Doris
Lot Coav Island— Willey-Funk House— Cottage— 100' shore 2,100.
Poore, Leon M.
H/2 Lot 3 Haverhill Acres & Camp 4,200.
Pope, Nichola & Jacqueline
Camp & Lot Young 2,000.
Port, Wedelin
Boat W 300.
Porter, Daniel and Stanley Bellwood
2 A Dame Lot (Abbott-N. Bennett) (O'Connor) 900.
Porter, Harold & Mary
R. Milner Place 1,100.
2 Land (Hunter) (T. Lamprey) 300.
Posik, Richard C. & Helen T.
Lot 1 Carl Hanson Prospect Hill 2,000.
Posson, Donald G.
Camps— Part, McQuire 108' shore 4,500.
Boats (2) W 500.
Pound, Donald
Boat W 300.
Powers, Paul P. & Helen A.
(Abbott) Recreational Dev. Co. (Dame) 18A. Bldg. 2,000.
Powers, Robert E.
li/3 acres— 1 Small Camp (Wingate) Mclntire 400.
Prescott, Winston
Boat W 200.
Probst, Joseph & Dolores
(Ronci) Cow Island Lot 37 100' shore 900.
Proctor, Esther T.
Camp — Lot— Wiggin 100' shore 2,200.
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Prowse, Philip J.
Trailer RW a0U -
Public Service Co. of N.H.








Qua, Gerald H. & Jean Q. Bates
27/8 Camps & Lot (C. O. Dore) C. F. Qua 172' shore 2,700.
Quimbv. Law ton & Inda
' Camp & Lot 35 Little Bear Island 280' shore 3,700.
Ouin, Helen F.




Reynolds Lot & Cottage Fred Clark 700.
R. S. R. Realty Co., Inc.









Lanes End Road L000.
Trailer 1,000.
Randall, Shirley B.




50 John Stevens Lot 200.




Camp— Cow Island 260' shorage and back lot 4,550.
Boat T 300.
Ray, David T. & Jean E.
Meyer-Boycroft 125' shore Lot 8B 5,500.
Read, Emerson G.
4 Camp & Lot (Charles Read) 2,100.
2 J. M. Haley 350.
Reardon, Peter F., Jr.
Lot 49 & Bldg. Beech Pond 5,600.
Recreational Development Co., Inc.








Camp \- Lot 2 Brendell 100' shore (Shore Acres) GOO:).
Reitano. Joseph J.
Boat W 200.
Rem i. E.. Mrs.
Boat T
Reynolds, Burton F., Jr.
Camp—Wawbeek Rd. 1,400.
Reynolds, Robert N.
Boat Camp of H. S. Miller 150.
Ribbel, Mrs. Gladys J.
Camp & Lot 1 (Candage) 88' shorage 1,900.
Rice. Marion. Heirs








Ridge, Robert fe Man
Lots 21 & Cottage Mirror Lake Estates 3,400.
Lots 22 & 38 1,600.
Lot 24 & Cottage 3.400.
Lots 54 & 44 300.
Rieck, Norman W. & Ellen M.
Lot 11 i: Bids. Dan Hole Pond Wildwood Estates 3.000.
Riester, Walter H.. Trustee
Boathousc Lot 79 Brendel 216' shore 9.000.
Riester. Walter H.
Lot 8 Dunslord & Brendel 9.203.
Boat C 900.
Ringer. Warren H.
Lot 14 Young 155' shore Camp 3 0.
Riordan, Edward T. and Joan R.




House .v Lot Myers 5,000.
Robbins. Lyman





Lot on Basin (Humphrey) 500.
Roberts. James J. and Nancy K.
Lot 171A Cow Isl.' 900.
Robertson. Ralph i- Gladys
Camp & Lot Narrows 212' shore 4,500.
Boat W 1,000.
Robie. Richard S.
700 T. G. Plant Lots 68-69 \A of 70 71-72-73-74 & 75 1,200.
40 A. Levi Brown— Dorr 600.
Hansen Mill— Doucette 3,500.
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Boats (3) Camp 1,400.
Rock, Harvey W.
Trailer E 29 1,000.
Boat E 150.
Rodenmacher, Frederick
Lots 168-169-170 Cow Island 166' shorage 1,450.
Rodgers, Traylor
1 Lot — House 2,500.
Rogers, Charles W., Jr.
Lot 11 Remick & Camp 3,300.
Boat T 150.
Rogers, J. A.
Part (Chase, Severance) Bear 1,800.
Island Lot 200' x 500' x 198' shore (Bear Island Severance) 1,800.




Lots 13-14-15-16 Cow Island 3,000.
Camp 2,800.
Ronci, Pvobert M.
4 Pleasant Island 3,200.
Cow Isl. Land 6,100.
Pvoss, John B. & Eianor M.
(Waitt) Main House 110' shore 7,000.
Roseen, Paul B.










Trailer E 19 1,000.
Rundlett, Hal.
18 A. McKeen Lot (Mclntire) 750.
Russell, Janet S.
Lots 269, 270, 271, 272 Cow Isl. 3.000.
Russell, Robert T. & Carol L.




Ryan, Dr. E. J.
Boat W 250.
Salamone, Charles M. & Judith M.
Lot C-2 Martin Hill Estates 900.
Sample, Earl N.
Lots 263-264 and 265 Cow Island 2,250.
Camps 1,500.
Samuelson, George L.
Lot 8 Mill Pond Meadows Thomas 409.






Lots 217-218 Hidden Valley 600.
Sarkady, Antal A. & Joyce E.
Recreational Dcv. Co., Inc., Dame, Abbott 27 A. 1,200.
Saulnier, George A. & Elizabeth E.
Lot 12 Basin Dev. Bldg. 2,500.
Saum, Ann F.
46 J. Edwards Bldg. 3,000.
Saunders Bros.
700 Lots 53-55, 57-58, 62-65 New England Lumber— Marble 1,500.
Lot 60 Marble 200.




7 Sawyers Point Bldg. 6,000.
Sayce, Edward F. & Joan







i/9 Willand Island Bldg. 1,800.
Right of Way 150.
Schofield, Susannah
H. White Camp Wawbeek 2,750.
Schoonmaker, Weld & Evelyn
1 Camp & Lot Blount 4,700.
Schulten, Col. Leo F., Jr.
Boat M 200.
Schultz, Arnold R.






Lot 18 Whortleberry Isl. 1,100.
Scott, Clarence & Ethel
Part J. N. Neal and Camp 1,100.
Add Lot— Bennett 300.
Trailer 1,200.
Scott, C. Walter








Sedler, Daniel and Janice M.
119' shore— Kray, A. T. & E. J. Dunsford
Lot 7 on map (Brendel) 5,500.
Seibert, Larry
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Senecal, Alphonse O. & Elizabeth E.
Lot 2 Carl Hanson Prospect Hill Bldg. 5.000.
Severance, Donald P.
Lots 27-28 Bear Island 400' shore
Camp— Lot 26— 296' @ §9.00 3,800.
Sewall, Bernard J, & Alice





Shaw, Rev. Richard M.
















1 C. Stedv Place Bldg. 3,100.
25 Dore Lot 1,000.
Lawless 800' shorage 6,100.
Boat Camp 150.
Shuka, Pauline V. (Mrs.)
90' Lot #4 also 100' x 100' back land Little Bear Island 1,000.
Shyavitz, Moses
Boat M & M (2) 1,000.
Simmons. Lloyd
Lot 68 HiddenValley 30C.
Simmons, Ronald W. and Patricia A.





Skinner, Harold P. &: Blanche A.
(Realty) Bennett Farm Dev. Lot H. 1,200.
Building 2,000.
Skinner, John J.
Lot 3 Williams 300.
Skinner, Thomas P.
Lot 12 Island Sales Corp. Cow Island— 100' shore & Camp 1,100.
Slater, Robert E.









Trailer E 40 1.200.
Smedal, Dr. Magnus I.
Biggi Place — Bovcroft 400' shore 8,600.
Boat W 200.
Smith, Amy R. & Henry, Robert R.
Camp Lot 30 Mirror Lake Estates 2,750.
Boat Camp 250.
Smith. Emerson
Trailer H . 1,200.
Smith, Fred B. & Gladys T.






34 Camp Beech Pond 200' shorage 3,000.
Smith. James O.
Boat W 900.
Smith, Jessie "Heirs" Trust
' Lot R: Camp 1240' shore 11.000.




Lot— Paige 100' shorage 2,500.
Boat W ' 450.
Smith. Margaret C.
2 Camp & Lot (Rudolph) 800.
Smith. P. A. (Prescott)
Boat W 400.
Smith. Richard W.
1/2 Camp & Lot Haverhill Acres 2,900.
Boat W 250.
Smith, Roger F. 8e Gertrude A.
Lot— Bickford— Narrows Cottage — Garage
105' shorage Mirror Lake 4,500.
Smith. Royce R.
Lot 50 Sunrise Dev. Lot 12 Sunrise Dev. & Camp 5,500.
Smith. Sidnev B.
44 H. W. Swett Lot 600.
20 E. S. Poore 700' Wingate Cove
. 6,300.
8 Mabel Humphrey 350.
Boat Camp 600.
Smith, Virginia Lee
Camp & Lots 5. 6 & 7 Bear Island SOCK shore 7,500.
I1/2 Back Land 250.
Boat 250.
Smith. William C.
Lot 14 Mill Pond Meadows Thomas 400.
Sommers, Emilv
Camp & Lot (Kimball) 2,600.
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A. Hodgdon Lot 15°-
F. Kimball 250.
Sosnowski, John & Gloria




Camp & Lot "Merrymount" 3,900.




Sparks, Ralph & Others
15 Back Lot "Merrymount" 300.
Spencer, William
Boat T 300.
Speth, George W. & Mildred M.





Stack, Ena D. "Heirs"
2 Camps— (Kenney) 2,600.
Stacy, William A. & Carole A.
Camp & Lot 165 Cow Island 2,200.
Staffier, Anthony R. Sc John R.
(Harris) Paul Spates (Dore) Land and Buildings 4,500.
Stagg, Eleanor
1 Mary Bean Place 2,150.
2 J. Edgerly 300.
1 Govey Lot 150.
Stanfield, Jack G. & Marilyn L.
Lot 14 and Camp Dan Hole Pond 2,200.
Starble, Pasquale E. and Dorothy
Lot 10 & Camp (Mixer) 2,800.
Stave, Robert E.
50' shore Lot 3 Cottage & Shore (Stanley)
Humphrey & Piper 3,800.
Steele, Charles V.
Camp & Lot (Harris-Smith) Parker 3,300.
Steeves, Frederick E.
Lots 141-142 Cow Island 900.
Camp 1,000.
Steeves, Milner Thomas
Lot 6 & 6A Ronci Land Cow Island 100' shore 900.
Back Lot 200.
Stehling, William, Jr.
Camp & Lot (W. W. Thomas) 700.
Stephenson, Kendall G.
N. B. Rich— Camp 1,100.
15 Lot Rich 600.
Stevenson, Robert
Boat W 900.
Stewart, James W. & Jean E.
Lot 39 & i/2 of 38 Little Bear Island 125' shorage 1,100.
Stewart, Richard L.
3/4 Camp & Lot 11 Merrymount 3,600.
Stickle, Marjorie, Mrs.
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24 Ingalls Lot Bisbee 400.
Stickle, William R.
1 Meader Cottage 2,400.
Stitt, William G.
Camp — Lot Humphrey 1,800.
Stock, Fred W.
Boat M 400.
Stone, Ernest A. & Shirley B.
Camp & Lot Cow Island 100' shore and Back Lot 2,500.
Straight, Ruth C.
i/2 2 Camps "Wawbeek" 4,400.
Camp & Guesthouse 2,200,
Jackson — Moffitt Camp 3,300.
1 Geo. Hodsdon— (Canney) 5,100.














6 House and Lot (Chick) 800.
Boat Camp 150.
Sullivan, Richard A.
Lot Cow Island Willy 100' 900.
Sullivan, Rillie D. "Heirs"
3 Banfield Piper 150.
Sullivan, Robert K.
Land & Buildings Minor Lake Lot 2 150' shorage
(Thayer Brookfield) 4,000.
Sun, Paul P. and Rhoda Lee
Lot 229 Hidden Valley 200.
Sunrise Development Corp.
170 Camp & Lots Beach Pond and Buildings 29,500.
Boat W 300.
Svenson, C. Normand — Ahnes E.
Lot 275' Square-Shannon & Building 6,000.
Boat C 150.
Swain, Frank H.
Lot 17 Mill Pond Meadows (Thomas) 1,000.
Boat M 350.
Swan, Daniel M.
Rich — Part Pinkham Farm 4,000.
Boat Camp (2) 400.
Swanson, Carl H.
Trailer L 1,600.
Sweeney, Thomas W. & Jean ,





3/4 Camp & Lot (Edgerly-Doe) 200' shore 5,000.
Boat C 700.
Swift, Charles
Boat W (2) 1,500.
Tarbell, Kenneth A. & Sibyn N.
Rich Whortleberry Island 425' shore 3,000.
Tarbox, Herbert W.
Lots 41 & 42 Cow Island N.H. Land Dev. Corp. & Camp 2,200.
Tartara, Walter T. & Madeline H.





Camp & Lot— Hersey Pasture (Brown) 225' shorage 5,500.









Camp— Thompson Island Carroll 2,500.
Teichman, Rev. F. W.
i/
2 2 Camps & Lot (Hersey Pasture) 175' shore 5,000.
Tewksbury, Carl H.







25 Waldron Lot (Ralmer) Cottage 1,200.
Thomas, Lloyd H.
Camp & Lots (Blount) 4,500.
Boats W (2) 900.
Thomas, Wesley H. & Miriam R.
Lot #155 Cow Island 100' shore (Island Sales Corp.) Bldg. 1,200.
Thompson, Robert
Boat T 200.
Thompson, Robert S. & Alda M.
Camp & Lot 60 Cow Island 50' shore 1,650.
Lot 59 Cow Island 50' shore 450.
Lot Cow Island (Willey) #61 100' shore 900.
Lots 515-516 Back 400.




Thurston, Geo. W. & Lois W.
8 A. Annie Ladd 200
Tibbetts, Ford, Mrs.
Camp & Lot— Beech Pond 100' shorage 1,200.
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Camp & Lot Beech Pond 200' shorage 8,000.
2 Camps (Carlton) 1,300.







2 Lots— C. O. Dore 1,100.
Tomb. Hugh M.. Trustee





Top of The Bear, Inc.





Travis, George E.. Jr. & Mildred D.
Lots 185 & 186 Cow Island 200' shore & Camp 3,300.
Trinnier. John A.







Lot 17 — Kamarobee Assoc, Inc.
Chases Island 100' shorage Cottage 2,400.
Boat T 300.
Tufts, Oliver A.. Jr.
Part Lot #110-111-112 Cow Island & Camp 165' shore 1,500.
Lot 113 61' 500.
Camp 1,200.
Lllrich. Arthur D.
Camp & Lot #6 Mixer 2,200.
Lot 12 Part 13 Winnishore and Camp 3,300.
Ulrich, Harold D.
100' shore 1,200.
LJssher, Doris k Charles
1 Woodward Camp 2,200.
Boat C 200.
University of N.H.
33 I/3 Part Lot 56 F. Lord Exempt







Camp &: Lot H. Jones 1,650.
Van Dyke. William W.
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Lot Whitten (New Camp) 3,000.
Van Vliet, Franklin E.
Lot 20 Bear Island 152' shore 1,350.
Carnp 350.
Varney, Fen ton W., Mrs.
Frank Hilliard Place 6,300.
Van Wagner, Clifford
4 Camps Melvin 8,000.
Boat M 300.
Ventre, Francis C. 8c Zola M.










Camp Cow Island 3,300.
Vose, Ernest D.
14 Camp & Lot Bear Island (Parsons) 2,100.
Boats (2) Camp 150.
Voutas, Michael J.
I1/2 Acres Recreational Dev. Co., Inc., Abbott 500.
Vrablik, George R.
Lot (Brennan) F. Richardson 100' frontage
600' deep Approx. 50 r wide 4,500.
Boat W 250.
Wadsworth, Clarence K.
Island Sales Corp. Lot 259 Cow Island 146' shore 1,300.
Waite, Kenneth H.
Lots 12 & 13 & Bldg. Dan Hole Pond— (A. Dow) 3,000.
Wakefield, Wilfred C.
40 Geo. Welch Lot (Wingate) 150.








Lot 2 & 3 Basin Development Corp. and Camp 2,800.
Boat W 500.
Waish, Lawrence J. & Jane S.
Camp & Lot Beech Pond, Dolloff 1,200.
Ward, Francis S.








Boats W (2) 300.
Warren, John S. & Virginia
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1 Camp & Lots 22-23-24— Bear Island 4,700.
Boat W 500.
Watts, Winthrop F., Dr. 8c Sylvia L.
Camp & Lots (Whitten) 4,500.
Watton, J. H., Jr.




Lot #60 Sunrise Dev. 300.
Weir, William C, Jr.
Lot 63 & Bldg. Hidden Valley- 4,300.
Lot 56 300.
Weiss, Theodore








Welch, Helen O. & Miss Agnes LeMay
Camp & Lot 6 Mirror Lake Estates 4,400.
Boat Camp 250.
Wells, Clarence E.
1 Gould Lot 150.
Wells, Lloyd A.
Lot 4 Carl Hanson Bldg. 5,000.













Wheeler, Dexter R. & Sara M.
Lot 35 Cow Island N.H. Island Dev. Assoc, Inc. 900.
Whitcomb, Marion G,











Camp— Jonesport (M. Jones) 100' shore 2,000.
White, Edna C.
\i/








Camp — Boisseau— C. O. Dore 7,100.
Boat Camp 600.
White Mt. Power Co.
78.19 Miles Line— 1969 120,000.






Camp & Lot Wingate Cove 3,000.
Whitman, Courtenay S., Jr.
Boat W 250.
Whitman, G. Philip et al
i/








House & Lot 3,300.
Whitting, Russell F., Sr.
i/
2 Mildred Reed Lot 100.
Whittum, Ronald M. & Norma L. H.
Lots 43-44 (Cow Island) 200' shore (N.H. Dev. Assoc.) 1,800.
Whortleberry, Inc.
Rich — Part of Whortleberry Cottage Lot 27 5,400.
Wiggin, Milton




Camp & Lot #2 (Hall) 4,200.
Willey, Floyd B.
Gamp & Lots 61 thru 130 Lots 54 thru 57
Lots 467-514 Cow Island 1,800.
1,300 ft. shorage 3,700.
Williams, Henry F. & Clare M.
(Ronci) Cow Island 90' shore Lot 160 800.





Williams. Jerimiah & Dorothy A.
Realty Wildwood Estates Lot 23 100' shore Bldg. 1,500.
Williams, John
House & Lot #32 Mirror Lake Estates & Guest House 4,500.
Lot #31 Mirror Lake Estates 1,200.
Willis, Charles E., Insurance Agency, Inc.
Lots 14-15-17 i/2 of 16 Melvin Gardens (B. Gobin & F. Magee) 4,000.
Wills, Paul
Boat W 150.
Willy, Bruce 8c Donna S.




"Wilson, Lawrence & Betty
Part R. Bennett' 200.
Wilson, Weston P.
Lot 16 Cottage Whortleberry, Inc. 2,300.
Boat C 350.
Winchester. Maria L. (Heirs)
23 Farm Island 5,000.
Boat Camp 300.
Wingate, Roger H.
Boat at Camp 350.
Wingate, Mrs. Ruth & Turner
4 C. FI. Young— Turner Place 7,700.
Winsor, George F.
Trailer RW 800.
Winter Harbor Way Trust
Winter Harbor Way Trust 550.
Witham, Cedric N.
Camp & Lot 134-135 Cow Island 150' shore 3,000.
Withrow, Robert W.
Lot 14-15 Lot B Williams Union Wharf Rd. 1,000.
Woodland, Lawrence R. & Nancy J.
Rich Whortleberry, Inc., Lot 14 125' shorage 1,100.
Woodman. C. Donald
Lots 6 & 7 Union Wharf Rd. (Williams) 600.
Woolpert. Elton D.
I Camp — Whitten (Morrison) 5,500.
Boat T 400.
Woolsey, Charles D., Sr.
II John Haley Lot 350.
Woytaszek, Mrs. Henry
Lot 2 Hide away Shores & Camp 2,500.
Boat C 150.
Wright, Mrs. E. Stanley
Land & Buildings (E. Spoerl) 200' shorage 8,800.
Wuehrman, Dr. Arthur H.













Lot #21 Sunrise Dcv.— Buildings 5,000.
Zacheus, Edward
Lots 25-26 Union Wharf Rd. 600.
Trailer RW 1,100.
Zammitti, Salvatore J.
Lot 30 Wildwood & Camp 2,500.
Zaporetsky, John & Esther J.
Lot Dame Rd. 300.
Zarick, Frederick D.
Trailer L 700.
Zedalis, Adolph J., 3rd








I14 Home Place 2,000.
Adjutant, Eliza (Heirs)
30 Alonzo Piper 150.
Adjutant, Raymond M.
22 A. New Home 3,000.
Adjutant, Roscoe V.
10 Gould 250.
338 French Lot 1,100.
Allen, Howard S.
Camp & Lot E. B. Edgerly 150' shore and Hardie Lot 3,200.
Allen, Joseph H.
165 Wendall Emery 11,000.
Allen, Oliver
75 W. Libby Farm 900.
80 Levitt Lot 250.
12 Hall Field 150.
Anderson, Earle
New Home (Wawbeek) 5,000.
Appleton, Paul M.
Boat W 300.
Armstrong. Mrs. Antoinette W.
Mirror Lake Schoolhouse & Garage 3,200.
Austin, Jasper D.
5 Sandy Knoll 1,500.
Ayers, Ina M.
75 Home Place 1,200.
Bain, Fred W.
1 Fannie Willand 1,300.
Bartlett, Richard H.
Gould Lot— Camp 1,650.
8 Bain (Mclntire) 250.
Barwis, H. Stanley
80 George Hodgdon Place 5,500.
Batchelder, Dr. R. M.
Motel— 150' shore— Mirror Lake 7,000.
Battersby, Cowan W.




6 A. Haley Lot & House 3,850.
Baxter, Priscilla W.
88 Addie West 2,750.
5 Meadow 100.
2 Kane Bungalow 1,650.








House & Lot 700.
10 Wood Lot 100.
Bean, Melvin
Clark Place 2.600.
23 Streeter Lot 400.
Trailer 000.
Bean, Milton L. H.
195 Dudley Lot 1,100.







100 Eminline Piper 2,500.
Bennett, Ralph
95 Home Place 2,200.
Bense, Theodore C.
10i/9 Albeit Swett Place 3,600.





2 Winter Harbor Lodges 18,300.
Boats (2) 400.
Bickford. Jackson S., Heirs
From Bickford Est. 83' shore & house 2,300.
Bisbee, Arthur H.
3 Guppy Place 1,300.
Bisbee, Clyde
18 2 Lots F. Staples 200.
Home Place (Deed by Maude Bisbee) 2,050.
Bishop, Greta B. & Mcintosh, Mary A. (Joint Tenants)
100 A. Wingate Farm 7,700.
Bolton, John P.
Rte. 171 Land & Bldg. (Panno) 2,000.
Bottomley, Bruce M.




Bullock, Charles E., Sr.
47 Horace Mclntire Place 3,8507
Bunce, Vincent
1/2 Bennett Lot & House 2,200.
Burk, Hairy
Steadman— Miller Place 5,500.
Bushman, Richard
J.
3 Rose Merritt-Stillings 1,100.
Bushman, Robert J.
1 Horner Place 2,000.
6 Part A. Doe 250.
Bushmeyer, Fred S.
Camp Merrymount 150' shore 3,600.





1 209' Ledge Hill Rd. & House 1,800.
Campbell, Harlan
Camp & Lot Ralph Piper — Garage 2,000.
Carleton, Robert
Cottage 100' x 150' Lot (Dow) (Edgerly) 3,800.
Case, Deborah J.
Delbcrt Haley, Si\, 2 acres 1,800.
Caulheld, Stanley J.
6 i/2 Int. Asa Fox Place 1,650.
Lot "B" Bennett Farm Dev. 700.
Cellarius, Kenneth E.
2 Horace Walker 200.
1 Mark Piper 3.000.
Chamberlain, James




130 Cavcrly Farm 4,400.
Chandler, Norman P. and John P.
Dan Hole Pond— Mary P. Rockwell 3,000.
Chase, David L.
117 i/2 Int. Lamprey Hill 6,000.
Chase, Paul H.
New Camp Battersby-Jane Wiggin 2,000.
House— Lamprey Hill 6,000
117 t/2 Lamprey Hill 2,500.
Boat C 300.
Cheney, Earl L.
1 Home Place 1,900.
5 J. Bean Lot 200.
Cheney, John G.




House & Lot (Adams) 2,500.
Clapp, Henry S.
Lot #11 Mirror Lake Estates 6,500.
Clinton, Stuart & Judith
Holloway Farm 5,500.
Colby, Howard C.








4 Camp & Lot 800' shore 11,000.
Conrad, Everett G.
1 Lot (Tupeck-DiPrizio) 300.
Trailers (2) 2,400.




Lot Reed Pond Rd. 150.
Trailer 900.
Cronmiller, David
Trailer Carl Piper 500.
Crook, Edna
i/
8 John Stackpole 1,200.
Cross, Charhs E.
Museum Lodges— Prouty 21,300.
Mirror Lake— 300' shore 2.400.
Boat C 300.
Crowe, Cecily T.
30 A. Brick House (Piper) 8,800.
25 Edgerly Lot 700.
25 Caverly 900.
3 Wishing Well 1,100.
25 Clark 700.
Currier, Glenn E.
Batchelder-Sleeper-Miller Place 100' shore 3,850.
Curtis, Kenneth G.
3 Charles Piper 2,400.
Dagnino, Edmond F.
Land & Bldg. Curry 300' shore 13,200.
Boat W 1,000.
Davis, Arthur B.
Shepherd Lot & Camp 1,500.
Davis, Eleanor




7 Gordon Ladd Place 2,200.
6 Dame Lot 150.
3 Dr. Berry Lot 350.
Davis, Howard C.
Greenbank 2,700.
New House & Lot 4,000.
Davis, John J.
New Home 45/ 100 A. Hersey Lot 7,200.
Olive Hersey Lot 400.
Davis, Roger V.
1 Home Place 2,400.
Melvin Garage 6,600.
Dearborn, James & Deborah
2 Part Gould Lot 300.
Dearborn, Louie W.
5 T. H. Blaisdell 1,000.
Gould Lot 200.
Devork, Anthony
50 Home Place 3,000.
DeWitt, Walter A.
Richardson Camp (Wawbeek) 3,100.








2 Home Place 2,500.
Gould Lot 300.
1 Rartlett & Bain 100.
Doten, Letitia, Heirs
2 Bisbee Place 900.
Dow, Albert H., Jr.
2 Peavey House 3,500.
Garage & New House 2,300.
16 Dube Place 250.
Dow, Ausbrey N.
72 Home Place 3,300.
8 Roy Hodgdon 150.
26 J. Glidden Beech Pond 400.
Dow, Kathryn
128 Home Place 13,200.




20' Home Place (Lamprey) 2,200.
Dow, Roland
1 Home Place 2,000.
50 S. Mclntire 250.
260 H. & E. McDuffiee 1,000.
25 F. Hersey 150.
Drowne, Edwin S., Jr.
Lot 7 Whortleberry— Rich Land & Buildings 3,500.
House & Lot— Shannon Heirs 5,200.
Boat C 200.
Drowne, Vernon E.
House & Lot (Tucker-Lakey) 3,500.
Whortleberry (Rich) 2,750.
Boat 200.
Drury, Dr. Herbert, Heirs
H/2 Camp & Lot Humphrey 6,600.
i/
2 "Jones Camp (Heslor) 8,300.
Rau Camp 3,850.
1/2 Bertha Johnson Lot 250.
Dubel, Charles P.
4 A. Lugg Place 3,850.
Duncan, James H.
2234 Wendell (Shinner) Bense New Home & Land 3,000.
Dunn, Kenneth G.
i/2 Henry Durgin 4,400.
Boat 200.
Edgerly, Edwin B.
128 Edgerly Farm 4,000.
10 Clarence Staples 150.
25 Piper Pasture 150.
150 Company Lot (C. Hersey) 700.
Edgerly, John I.
1 Broadview 2,800.





1 Home Place 500.
Eldridge, Charles
House & Lot 1,650.
Farr, Arthur
Lot & House Bense-Skinner 1,600.
Farwell, Theodore 8c Mary E.
2 Camps — Garage & Guest House Earley-Browne 8,000.
Faucette, Marcia & Helen Parker
Thomas Lot &: House 1,500.
Fernald, Chester G.
9 Wawbeek Hotel & 11 Cabins 16,500.
Hoagland — 2 Camps 5,700.
C. I. Campbell Lot 1,100.
5 Hersey Lot 350.
New Building 2,500.
Foss, Gilbert
14 Bean House 600.
French, Carlina
(Levi Ayers) Hebert 2,000.
Fusi, Bruna G.
Frank Bennett Place (Worthen) 3,000.
Geyer, Bertha F.




GO Calvin Fernald Place 2,500.
Goodhue, Mary E.
House & Lot (Scott) 2,750.
Gore, Arthur J.
Lot #10 Mirror Lake Estates 7,500.
Gould, Lebias "Heirs"
75 Marden Lot 2,200.
Gouin, Thornton X. "Heirs"
2 Home Place 1,200.
Grcbenstein, Susan B.
Home Place (Bennett) 3,600.
Copp Field (Part) 200.
Haley, Bernard
14 Home Place 1,000.
Haley, Delbert, Jr.
5 Meadow— Home Place 2,000.
Haley, Dora E.
40 Home Place 1,100.
Haley, Frances A.
3 Home Place 1,400.
1 Lot— G. Hodgdon 350.
Haley, Kenneth E.
1 Home Place 700.
Hall, Gloria M.
House & Lots 8, 9, 10 & 11 Williams 3,000.
Ham, Leroy
22 Home Place 1,100.
Hansen, Carl I.
54 Hersey Farm S,800.
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10 Cottages shorage 300' 12,700.
Boat 500.
Hardie, John, Sr.




House & Lot Rosell 4,800.
Boat C 200.
Herbert, Ralph
Newall Camps— Four Seasons 10,000.
Hersey, Edwin C. (Heirs)
75 James Bennett 1.650.
50 Copp Lot 350.
35 Wingate Lot 150.
Hersey, Olive
75-69 Home Place 3,500.
20 Meadow 100.
66 John Haley 450.
Hersey, Otis A. (Heirs)
124 John Hersey 2,200.
95 Pasture 250.
Log Cabin & Camps 1,500.
Hersey, Virginia
5.9 Hattie Hersey 250.
Hodgdon, Edwin J., Heirs
Office 1,100.
11 Everett Hersey 200.
90 Dan Wiggin Farm 3,400.
E. J. Hodgdon Co., Inc., Alan B. Jones, Pres.
2 4/10 Shop & Bldgs. 7,500.
Boat 300.
Hodgdon, Forrest W.
85 Home Place 3,500.
6 White-house Place 100.
55 Glidden Lot 150.
15 Wood Lot 100.
30 Burleigh Lot 150.
105 Lyford Lot #45 250.
50 Ula Bean Lot 250.
25 George Bean Lot 100.
175 Pond Lot 400.
Hodgdon, Glenn
80 Home Place 3,500
Hodgdon, Natt Leslie
Lot & House Ledge Hill (Winnie Thompson) 2,700.
Hodgdon, Ann M.
3 Andrew Doe 100.
New House & Lot 120x170 2,200.
Hodgdon, Raeburn W. & Patricia
5 Home Place 3,600.
6 Jane Moody 150.
35 Geo. Priggin Lot 150.







Camp & Lot Beech Pond 1,450.
75 Gilman Place 3,700.
Bennett Lot (100 acres) 300.
Morgan Lot 4i/2 A. 200.
Wayne Cheney 1 A. 200.
Boat W 400.
Holmes, Sumner




House & Lot 1,650.
Morgan Lot 200.
Howe, Andrew D.
Camp k Lot #16 Thomas 2,000.
Boat T 200.
Howe, Dorothy R. & Robert D.
H/2 House & Lot 3,300.
Camp & Lot Hull-Remick 600.
Howe, Edward R.
Lot #10 & Camp (Candage) 4,600.
Hull, Herbert
Samuel Piper Place 2,000.
Hume, Edward
Land & Bldgs. — Lamprey 2,500.
Hunt, Philip
7 House & Lot 900.
Hunter, Bradbury E.
37 Joshua Tate (Ladd) 2,600.
38 Straw Lot (White) 200.
Hunter, Ernest M.
50 Bald Peak Farm 3,850.
50 W. W. Treat 900.
17 A. Bean 150.
20 Mark Piper 400' shorage 3,000.
50 George Ladd 150.
i/3 Craig Lot 200.
Camp Will Burrows 100.
15 Keasbey 300.
Hunter, Thomas W.
120 Home Place 2,200.
10 Remnant Field 200.
60 Copp Lot 1,100.
Camp on Mountain 150.
Harbor Area 58' shore (10 A.) 1,300.
Barge 300.
Kitty Bell 1,500.
Hurlburt, Henry F. Ill "Heirs"




2 Home Place (Dan Fernald) 5,500
Shop Lot 150.
Johnson, Arthur
Lot & Trailer & House 2,200.
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Johnson, Roy L.




15 Amos Kimball 3,000.
Johnstone, Eleanor
100 House & Lot #9 2,000
Jones, Alan B.
John Bennett Home 5,000.
1 New Camp 5,500.
1 Lot Pine needle 1,000.
Boat 300.
King, Kenneth B.
3 George Morrison 4,400.
Kling, Amv C, Heirs
2 Lakey Lot & Camp 7,200.
31 Part Lakey & House 9,400.
Lot 12 & 13 1.100-
24 Back Land 600.
5 Martin Hull 350.
3 Peter Stackpole 350.
Kohtz, Walter C.
Store & Bldgs. 6,600.
Krey, Roger
44 2 Houses (John Wendall) 1200' shore 16,500.
C. Parker Property 6,000.
R & E Property 7,000.
Boat 200.
Laase, Francis W.
Camp — 19 Mile Bay 2,500.
Ladd, Byron
65 Home Place 2,200.
Ladd, Everett W.
50 Lewis Frisbee Brookes 3,300.
LaGuardia, Lionel
House & Lot #34 Mirror Lake Estates 6,200.
Boat 150.
Lamprey, Theodore
Land— Hunter & Bldgs. 800.
Lane, Robert & Molly
Trailer L 1,000.
Lawrence, Carl B.
Camp & Lot #6 (Hersey) 3,000.
Lazaras, Paul
Lot 75-76 Hidden Valley 5,000.
LeRoux, Edward G., Sr.






Home Place (Edgerly) 3,000.








15 Realty Investors 350.
Libbv, Robert M. & Ellen S.
15 Estabrook-Miller Place Bean 1,200.
Libbv, Robert
14 Home Place 1,000.
Libbv, Robert C.
1 Robert M. Libby 200.
Lhmell, Donald J.
New House, Garage & Camp 9,000.
Boat W 1,300.
Long, Joseph





3 House & Store (Hodgdon) 3,850.
Lundquist. Courtney
200' shore (Glidden Green) 6,000.
Maltzie, Mary E., Mrs.
Lot 33 & Camp Mirror Lake Estates 3,200.
March, Helen G.
House &' Lots A2 & A3 8,200.
Martin Hill Estates 16 Lots 1,600.
Langford Prop. Lot B-2 1,300.
Markley, Elizabeth
7 Gertrude Watson House 1,700.
Marsan, Winfield
Lot 53 & Building Beech Pond 3,800.
Marsh, Dexter H. "Heirs"




(Ladd) Wallace & Porter Land & Bldg. 2,000.
Missud, Fletcher A.
1 Frank Hersey 2,000.
25 Darcus Beacham 150.
Boat 200.
Mitchell, Thomas O.
1 Charles Hersey & Garage 2,900.
Mixer, John M.
Oak Hill Back Land 150.






8 Home Place Johnson-Bennett Lot 3,800.
Camp ] 50.
Morris, Hattie (heirs)




New House— Narrows Bickford Shore 100' Mirror Lake 0,300.
Moulton, Robert C.











Heath (Kling) 6 >°00.
McCorrison, Warren A.
27 House & Part Wiggin-"Acker" 4,800.
Mcliitire, Delmar L.
14 Dearborn Hodgdon 2,500.
40 Canney Lot 200.
70 Wingate Lot 250.
100 Ham & Canney Lots 400.
Nielsen, Harry W.
l/o Int. Red Gate Lodges 15,400.
Boat 400.
Noyes, Violet Cheney
3 Gus Bean Lot & House 1,100.
Olfers, Pauline M.
Ben Hadley-Blaisdell Place 50 Acres & Building 4,200.
Packard, Lucius E.
400 Home Place— Kcasbey 20,000.
160 Jones Lot 1,300.
Page, Esther & Milton Page & Lincoln Page
50 M. Lord-Morrison 2,200.
Paige, Robert K.
Camp & Lot— Edgerly 5,000.
Parker, Henry E.
3 John Wiggin 1,100.
Parker, Ivy
Lot & House (Craig) 1,650.
Patt, Donald I.
Lot 11 Mixer & Camp Mirror Lake 3,000.
Walker Lot 6 & Camp 4,500.
Perkins, Forrest L.
House & Lot (Davis) 3,300.
Peterson, Lawrence B.
7 Home Place (Richardson) 4,100.
Peterson, Phyllis D.
32i/
2 Andrew Doe Place— (Davis) 6,000.
Lot (Hersey-J. Germano) 400
Phelps, Leo E.
House & Lot (Munroe) 3,850.
Phillips, Norma P.
House & Lot (Lamprey) 3,.3GO.
Lot #3 Blackberry Hill Estates 500.
Pickpoint Enterprises, Inc., Nelson Newcomb, Pres.
8 MacDougall Wiggin inc. 3 Cabins 27,500.
8 J. M. Welch 1,100.
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10 Swett Back Land 250.
17 Frank Goodwin Lot 250.
30 Deep Cove Lot 1,650.
Pigott Lot 10.
Cabins 6,600.
Lot for Sign 20' x 10' Curry 40.
Boat 1,100.
Pigott, Robert
Kenneth Craigue Place 2,200.
Pike, Chester
i/> Home Place 1,500.
Piper, Carrie (heirs)
70 Charles Low 2,300.
Piper, Ernest B.
5 Home Place Store 8c shorage 4,500.
Piper, Nellie F.
25 Jo]m Haley 350.
3 Everett Piper 1,650.
Porter, Mrs. Adele T.
2 Lots 100' Each 800.
Postance, Daniel W., Dr.
Lots 1 & 2 & 3 Mirror Lake Est. 6,500.
Boat 200.
Proverb, Leon G.




Lot #6 (Hall) Camp 4,500.
Bennett Farm Devlmt. 8,500.
Boat 500.
Realty Investments, Inc.
Mirror Lake Estates 3 Lots 2,400.
Melvin Property— Prospect Hill 1,900.
27 A. (Stackpole) Melvin Heights 1,500.
Bennett Farm Development 1,100.
10 A. Wood Lot— Bennett Farm 100.
Redmond, John & Carolyn
Camp & 2 Lots (Theo Whitten) Vernon Drowne 121' shore
Backland or Field (3 acres) 10,500.
Reed, Norman E.
1 A. Ralph Bennett Lot 200.
Trailer 1,200.
Rennie, Wallace
House 8c Lot— DeGroot shorage 107' 6,900.
Repetta, Arthur D.







Wood Lot (Addie West) 150.
Wood Lot & Log Cabin (Pinkham) 400.
House & Lot Rt. 109 4,200.
Whortleberry Island 5,300.
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Cor. Lot & Backland Rt. 109
164.8' shore Rt. 109
Boat C (2)
Richardson, F. A., Jr.




25 A. E. Shannon Place
Robblee, Ruth Avers
3i/








House & Garage (King)
Rocssiger, Denis A.
Shore Mirror Lake (Curry)
47 Home Place (Grace Johnson)
Green Houses
Rollins, Howard A.
2 Camp & Lot (Whitten) 350' shore
Guest House
Lot— Whitten-Hodgdon 42' shore
Boat
Rosell, Charles F.




Rowcll, Richard D. & Judith S.
6 A. Tuttle Place (Tarr)
Ryder, Arthur A., Jr.
50 Everett Home






95 Asa Fox Lot Cottages 300' shore
5 Newhall Lot 200' shore
Fox Tea Room (C. Hayes)
Sargent, Fred
\/2 Home Place (Butler)
30 Richardson Lot
22 Part Brad Burleigh Lot
















































2 A. Dow Place 4,200.
Schou, George
1A. Parsonage (Byron) 4,000.
Schulte, Van A.
3 E. R. Whitten 500' shore 6,800.
Woodward 70' shore 500.
Severance, Roland T.
1 Piper Place 5,500.
53 Geo. Wiggin 250.




1 Home Place 3,850.
45 Horace Walker 1,400.
Shippee, Elsa
House & Garage 1,200.
Shure, Donald
House & Lot (P. MacLeod) 2,700.
Skinner, Herbert I.
i/
2 Home Place 1,200.
Smith, Arthur B. "Heirs"
3 Home Place 900.
Smith. Clifton E.
1 Home Place & Cottage 1,400.
Smi th , Frederick
6 A. Part Jones Lot 1,100.
Smith, Philip G.
Geo. Welch Place 3,000.
4 A. Roger Adams Lot 150.
Boat 250.
Smith, Matthew E., Rev.
John R. Hurlburt Place 4,500.
Smith, Richard J.





24 Home Place— Garage 2,150.
75 Guppy Lot 250.
29i/
2 Pine Lot (Bisbee) 300.
Spencer, Thomas D.
House & Lot (Paige) 2,800.
11 Cottages (Boathouse) 12,500.




Steadman, Kenton E., Sr.
2 A. New House— Garage 3,300.
Stevens, Weston
70 Stone House 2,000.
Stockman, Frank L., Sr.
15 Home Place 3 Cottages , 3,000.
Stockman, Frank L., Jr.
95 Home Place 2,500.
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Lot #1 Wildwood 500.
.Stockman, Philip A.
3 Albert Davis new house 2,700.
2 Home Place 2,200.
Straw, Robert W.
44 Home Place L. Wiggin 2,800







2 Camp & Lot Mirror Lake 3,600
3 Hodgdon Lot 250
Szkunit, Zygmunt
Trailer L 1 .600.
Boat L 250.
Thayer, Gordon O.
Camp & Lot (Boycroft) 6,500.
Boat Camp 250.
Thielker. A. H.
New Lot (K. Bell) & House 7,500.
Thomas, Donald E.
Store 7,200,
House & Lot 2,750,
Shore Lot 115' 800.
Shed, Sawyer 2,750,
C. Allen Lot 350.
Lot— Russo— New Building 5,000.
Houle Camp— 3 Lots 3,000
Robie-Grebenstein Land — Mill Pond Meadows 2,200,
Herilhy Place (Kirkland) 5.500
Trailer 800.
Thomas, Edwin Donald




50 L. Thompson 250.







House & Lot 3,300.
Tisdale, Harden V.
George DeGroot (Narrows) 6,600.
Tucker, Carroll W.
Mobile Home 1,100.
Lot & Garage 700.
Tuftonboro Grange
Grange Hall 1,000.
Tupeck, Henry & Caroline T.
House & Lot 2,000.





Camp & Lots 3 & 4 195' shore Melvin Gardens 7,000.
Urquhart, Anna W.
1 Camp— Beech Pond 225' shorage 4,200.
Sunrise Dev. Corp. 300.
Vittum, Norman
Home Place 2,400.
Lot A- 10 Martin Hill Estates 200.
Lot B-l Martin Hill Estates 400.
Wakefield, Ruth
% House & Lot 2,500.
Walker, Ernest
Camp & Lot— Harold Nute 193' shore 15,000.
Walter, Esther V.
3 Home Place 2,200.
Warner, James M.




2 M. D. L. McDuffee 1,900.
Garage 1,200.
6 Part of J. M. Burleigh— No. Line Road 250.
Welch, Lisle
Home Place 1,100.
Maurice Welch Place 400.
Wells, Kenneth A.
House & Lot #4 Carillon Shores 7,700.
Boat 300.
Wer, Jose
7 Raymond Adjutant Home (Swett) 2,000.
White, Donald
3 Nelson Rich Lot 700.





50 Jonathan Hersey 200.
50 Peter Hersey 350.
52 John Wiggin 400.
25 Everett Hersey 100.
50 Charles Piper 150.
5 John Edgerly 100.
45 DeCouer 250.
100 Home Place- 3,300.
Wing Place 2,200.
50 Tom Wiggin 200.
28 Elisha Woodworth 150.
20 Jerrel Lot 100.
Whitten, John R.
Camp & Lot & Garage 700.
Whitten, Theodora H., Heirs
80 Shore Acres & Farm 15,000.
Wiggin, Harold I. "Heirs"
Home Place 1,100.
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Lot 40' x 360' strip (A. Sanborn) 100.
Wiggin, Thelma
4 Ferguson Place 3,300.
Wilkin, Hugh
Pine Point 37,500.
Bald Peak Lot 150.
Boat 150.
Willard, Emery D.
House & Lot (Dr. Berry) 1,800.
Willard, Iva M.
Henry Durgin Place 2,500.
Williams, Bruce A. & Cheryl
A. Gilman, Littlefield 2,500.
Williams. Roger
77 J. M. Halev 4,000.
50 Able Haley (Levitch) 200.
Salesroom 500.
Williams, Roger L.
3 Home Place 4.250.
29 Remnant 300.
] Wingate 50.
25 Bean Lot 250.







Winnepesaukee Motor Craft Co.
Land & Buildings 21,000.
Wolcott, Wallace
Lot 5 Grace Johnson 5,500.
15' Right of Way (G. Johnson) 350
Wood, Carl A. "Heirs"
1 Grace Wood Camp 5,500.
23 Henry Hayes Lot (House) 5,500.
Boat 200.
Wood, William H., Jr.
10 Wood Shed 9,000.
Wood, William H., Jr.
200 Twin Mntn. Farm 2,600.
Wright, Donald C.
i/
2 Lot 26 & 50' of 27 House & Shop 5.000.
Young, Joseph B.
Camp & 2 Lots Hooghkirk 1,900.
Young, Royal P. (heirs)
46 Geo. Young 2,000.
55 John Ayers Pasture 200.
51 Part B. M. Brown 250.
31 Blaisdell Lot 150.
Zeltman, Theodore
Lot & Bldg. 5,900.
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7 Melvin Garage 1.90
Ernest B. Piper, gas 40.93
New England Telephone, telephone 16.90
21 N.H. Electric Cooperative, Inc. 25.56
John W. Hardie, Jr. 82.42
Melvin Garage 20.80
Fire Chief magazine 7.50
Gene's Hardware 2.52
Wolfeboro Fire Dept. 1 1 .25
Tuftonboro Telephone Co. 5.88
31 American Fire Equipment Co., Inc. 545.00
Wright Communications, Inc. 44.98
N.H. Explosives & Machinery Corp. 19.10
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New England Telephone, telephone 10.53
Town Dump
January:
3 3 Fred Bain, IVi days
19 Fred Bain, 2Vi days
26 Fred Bain, 2Vi days
February:
2 Fred Bain, 2Vi days
9 Fred Bain, 2Vi days
1 6 Fred Bain, IVi days
23 Fred Bain, IVi days
March:
2 Fred Bain, 2 2/i days
9 Fred Bain, 2V£ days
16 Fred Bain, 2V£ days
23 Fred Bain, 2Vi days
30 Fred Bain, 2Vi days
April:
6 Fred Bain, 2V£ days
1 3 Fred Bain, 2Vi days
20 Fred Bain, 3 days
27 Fred Bain, 4 days
May:
4 Fred Bain, 4 days
1 1 Fred Bain, 4 days
18 Fred Bain, 4 days
25 Fred Bain, 4 days
June:
1 Fred Bain, 4 days
8 Fred Bain, 4 days
Roland E. Clifford, islands
H. C. Colby & Sons, rent of dump
H. C. Colby & Son, labor
15 Fred Bain, 5 days






























22 Fred Bain, 5 days
29 Fred Bain. 5 days
July:
6 Fred Bain, 5 days
7 Roland E. Clifford, islands
13 Fred Bain, 5 days
20 Fred Bain, 5 days
Roland E. Clifford, islands
27 Fred Bain, 5 days
AU£^ust:
^ Fred Bain, 5 days
H. C. Colby & Son, labor
JO Fred Bain, 5 days
Roland E. Clifford, islands
17 Fred Bain, 5 days
Roland E. Clifford, islands
24 Fred Bain, 5 days
31 Fred Bain, 5 days
Roland E. Clifford, islands
September:
4 Fred Bain, 5 days
14 Fred Bain, 5 days
Roland E. Clifford, islands
21 Fred Bain, 5 days
Bradley's Hardware:, Inc., keys, locks
28 Fred Bain, 5 days
Roland E. Clifford, islands
30 Roy E. Dow, repairs
October:
5 Fred Bain, 5 days
13 Fred Bain, 5 days
19 Fred Bain, 5 days
26 Fred Bain, 5 days
November:
2 Fred Bain, 5 days
Roland E. Clifford, islands












































16 Fred Bain, 4 days
23 Fred Bain, 4 days
30 Fred Bain, 4 days
December:
7 Fred Bain, 4 days
14 Fred Bain, 4 days
21 Fred Bain, 4 days
28 Fred Bain, 3 days
31 Fred Bain, 3 days
SUMMARY OF PAYMENTS
1970
Town Ofiicers' Salaries $ 3,042.00
Town Officers' Expenses 6,043.42
Bushes 1,679.58
Town Hall and Other Buildings 1,306.34
Police Department 5,800.08
Special for Tar 7,734.79
Fire Dept. & Forest Fire 7,908.30
Blister Rust 100.00
Insurance 2,263.10




Town Road Aid 849.00
Head Taxes 2,789.50
General Expense—Highway 653.93
Highways and Bridges 507.80
Conservation 125.00
Library 1,200.00
Old Age Assistance 1,743.18
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Town Poor 32.91
Memorial Day and Veterans' Association 10.00
Carroll County Community Services 390.00
Recreation Parks and Playgrounds 235.00
Cemeteries 250.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 510.25
Discounts, Abatements, Refunds 1,248.59
Bond and Debt Retirement 330.97
Interest 247.92






Temporary Loan—Tax Anticipation 25,000.00
Purchase of $50,000.00, cert, of deposit 50,000.00
County Tax 23,643.85




30 2-Way Communications Service Co. $ 34.39
James F. Jackson & Assoc, Inc., insurance 234.00
Kenneth G. Dunn, Police Chief 87.50
April:
13 Wright Communications, Inc., radio 350.00
May:
11 Kenneth G. Dunn, Chief 228.47
July:
6 Arthur R. Edgar, Officer 150.00
1 3 Arthur R. Edgar, Officer 1 50.00
20 Arthur R. Edgar, Officer 150.00
Stetson Hats, Incorporated 16.65
Kenneth G. Dunn, Chief 66.80
27 Arthur R. Edgar, Officer 150.00
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August:
3 Arthur R. Edgar, Officer 150.00
10 Arthur R. Edgar, Officer 150.00
17 Arthur R. Edgar, Officer 150.00
24 Arthur R. Edgar, Officer 150.00
31 Arthur R. Edgar, Officer 150.00
September:
4 Arthur R. Edgar, Officer 150.00
14 Donald C. Walsh, M.D. (Coleman) 15.00
December:
7 2-Way Communications Service, Inc. 10.05
Delbert Haley, Jr., Sergeant 600.60
Thomas A. Spencer. Police 550.70
Leo R. Dahill, Police 493.00
Leslie Hodgdon, Police 112.60
Kenton E. Steadman, Police 90.70




9 Mary B. Craigue, Town Clerk $ 382.00
May:
4 Mary B. Craigue, Town Clerk 255.00
September:
21 MaryB. Craigue, Town Clerk 144.00
December:




14 Baker's Ambulance Service $ 875.00
Insurance
November:
2 Clyde B. Foss Agency $ 1,229.10
December:
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21 Clyde B. Foss Agency 1,034.00
$ 2,263.10
General Expenses, Highway Department
January:




27 Walter Smith, Road Agent
July:
13 Walter Smith, Road Agent
20 Walter Smith, Road Agent
27 Walter Smith, Road Agent
November:
2 Waiter Smith, Road Agent
Beech Pond Road
May:
4 Walter Smith, Road Agent
July:
13 Walter Smith, Road Agent
$ 122.21
2 Walter Smith, Road Agent, expenses 129.99
16 Walter Smith, Road Agent, expenses 141.33
October:
19 Walter Smith, Road Agent, expenses 260.40
$ 653.93
Melvin River Road Dock
July:
7 Brownie's Construction $ 2,500.00
13 Charles DiPrizio & Sons, lumber 175.60
August:












30 Walter Smith, Road Agent 202.30
December:
14 Walter Smith, Road Agent 527.20








7 Wolfeboro National Bank, temporary loan $ 25,247.92
Treasurer of Carroll County
December:
7 Treasurer of Carroll County $ 23,643.85
Winter Maintenance
January:
13 Waiter Smith, Road Agent $ 339.75
19 Walter Smith, Road Agent 273.60
26 Walter Smith, Road Agent 384.20
February:
2 Walter Smith, Road Agent 645.35
7 Walter Smith, Road Agent 164.25
16 Walter Smith, Road Agent 233.97
23 Walter Smith, Road Agent 975.19
March:
2 Walter Smith, Road Agent 151.67
9 Walter Smith, Road Agent 190.75
16 Walter Smith, Road Agent 511.20
23 Walter Smith, Road Agent 592.30
30 Walter Smith, Road Agent 497.90
April:
6 Walter Smith, Road Agent 478.70
November:
23 Alvin White, stump 40.00
December:
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7 Walter Smith, Road Agent 33.75
14 Walter Smith, Road Agent 1,374.72
21 Walter Smith, Road Agent 1,377.43
28 Walter Smith, Road Agent 1,533.61
31 Walter Smith, Road Agent 516.10
$ 10,314.64
Public Health Nursing Association
November:
30 Public Health Nursing Assoc. $ 600.00
December:
7 Public Health Nursing Assoc. 300.00
$ 900.00
Union Wharf — Park
January:
19 Leslie E. Roberts, bulldozer work $ 159.00
Summer Maintenance
March:
16 Walter Smith, Road Agent, culverts $ 355.67
April:
13 Walter Smith, Road Agent 542.20
20 Walter Smith, Road Agent 226.55
27 Walter Smith, Road Agent 220.60
May:
4 Walter Smith, Road Agent 435.45
18 Walter Smith, Road Agent 118.60
June:
15 Walter Smith, Road Agent 393.95
22 Walter Smith, Road Agent, culverts, labor 970.34
July:
j
13 Walter Smith, Road Agent 42.95
20 Walter Smith, Road Agent 208.20
August:
24 Walter Smith, Road Agent 157.58
September:
8 Walter Smith, Road Agent 120.60
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21 Walter Smith, Road Agent
November:
169.80
2 Walter Smith, Road Agent 695.05
9 Walter Smith. Road Agent 126.00




7 Huggins Hospital $ 600.00
County Hill Road
November:
2 Walter Smith, Road Agent $ 541.55
1 6 Walter Smith, Road Agent 300.00
December:




26 State of New Hampshire $ 97.13
February:
2 State of New Hampshire 109.98
March:
23 State of New Hampshire 108.23
April:
20 State of New Hampshire 112.23
May:
25 State of New Hampshire 163.23
June:
22 State of New Hampshire 158.93
July:
20 State of New Hampshire 158.93
August:
24 State of New Hampshire 165.93
September:
21 State of New Hampshire 165.93
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October:
26 State of New Hampshire 165.93
November:
30 State of New Hampshire 167.43
December:




26 Mirror Lake Greenhouses, bushes $ 250.00
The Lakes Region Association
November:
2 The Lakes Region Association $ 510.25
Conservation
February:
9 National Wildlife Federation Conservation $ 90.00
December:
14 N.H. Assoc, of Conservation Committee 35.00
$ 125.00
Governor Wentworth Regional School District
January:
13 Gov. Wentworth Regional School District $ 16,000.00
February:
16 Gov. Wentworth Regional School District 16,000.00
March:
16 Gov. Wentworth Regional School District 16,000.00
April:
13 Gov. Wentworth Regional School District 16,000.00
May:
11 Gov. Wentworth Regional School District 16,000.00
August:
24 Gov. Wentworth Regional School District 12,000.00
September:
14 Gov. Wentworth Regional School District 36,553.84
October:
45
13 Gov. Wentworth Regional School District 15,000.00
November:
9 Gov. Wentworth Regional School District 15,000.00
December:




13 State Treasurer $ 1,206.00
26 State Treasurer 10.00
April:
6 State Treasurer 128.00
May:
18 State Treasurer 12.00
June:
10 State Treasurer 25.00
October:
13 State Treasurer 1,408.50
$ 2,529.50





27 Philip J. Ganem, Attorney $ 251.20
May:




31 Walter Smith, Road Agent, culverts $ 507.80
Parks and Playgrounds
March:
2 Ball Field, electric power, Jan. and Feb. $ 3.50
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May:
15 Ball Field, electric power, March 5.00
December:




26 Carroll County Home, food $ 18.75
26 Carroll County Commissioners 14.16
Road Agent's Report
Winter Maintenance:









Richard L. Smith 140.20
David Straw, Jr. 786.50
Bernard Haley 209.00
Orrin Welch 222.30













H. C. Colby 18.75
Denis Roessiger 7.00
Delmar Mclntire, Sr. 28.00
Fred Sargent 85.20
Dora Haley 70.80
Ray Road Equipment 126.87
Merrimack Farmers Exchange 332.00
Mirror Lake Lumber Co. 3.82
Barrett Equipment 63.72
R. C. Hazelton, Inc. 2.96
Rines' Garage, Inc. 322.47
$ 10,314.64
Summer Maintenance:








Richard L. Smith 114.40
Graydon Hodgdon 206.80






H. C. Colby 63.00




























Walter Smith, trucks $ 382.18
labor 63.00
Richard L. Smith 15.40
Graydon Hodgdon 28.60






























L. E. Avery 330.00
Carroll Hersev 77.52
Rollins Bros. 20.13
Tilton Sand & Gravel 39.97
$ 4,753.52
General Expense:
Barrett Equipment, Inc. $ 85.53
Hart Motor Co. 36.68
R. C. Hazelton 129.99
Ray Road Equipment 141.33
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Ernest M. Hunter, Dept. Warden 29.00
A. H. Dow, Jr. 14.25
Robert Straw, Dept. Warden 34.25





















Russell Whitten, boat 8.00




We have examined the accounts of the various Town officers as
at December 31, 1970. Our examination was made in accordance
with the auditing standards as prescribed by the State Tax Com-
mission, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting
records and such other auditing procedures as we considered
necessary in the circumstances.
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In our opinion the statements herein present fairly the results
of the operations of the Town officers for the year 1970.
January 13, 1971
ALBERT H. DOW, JR.
JOHN J. DAVIS
Report of Library Trustees
January 1, 1970 to December 31, 1970
Receipts
January:
1 Cash Balance $ 853.93
includes Capt. Steven Martin Fund
20 Refund from Co-op Book Buying,
N.H. State Library 8.00
February:
2 Gift for Purchase Book 1970
Elizabeth Crawford 32.00
Gift from The Hikers, 1969-1970 25.00
July:
20 Town Appropriation — In Full 1,200.00
From Librarian for Book Fines 6.00
November:
6 From State Aid Fund for 1971 100.00




15 Ellis F. Miller,
electrical work, material $ 23.72
White Mt. Power Co., meter reading,
December 12, 1969 7.54
17 J. Clifton Avery Agency,
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insurance book and furniture 58.00
Elizabeth Crawford, December salary,
20 hours 32.00
Michael Phelps for numbers 1.40
22 Campbell & Hall, Inc. 86.47
27 Elizabeth Coleman for book 3.50
28 Eastern Book Co. 23.63
29 White Mt. Power Co., meter reading,
January 7, 1970 14.30
February:
4 Elizabeth Crawford, salary, 16 hours 15.60
Eastern Book Co. 22.45
March:
7 Lucybeil K. Roessiger, salary, 20 hours 32.00
9 Bank Service Charge, Jan. 14, .46;
Feb. 5, .30 .76
19 Bank Service Charge .40
30 White Mt. Power Co., meter reading,
Feb. 6, $14.20; Mar. 6, $9.50 23.70
April:
6 Lucybeil K. Roessiger, March salary 38.44
May:
4 Eastern Book Co. 3.39
Campbell and Hall 7.92
White Mt. Power Co., April 8, 1970,
meter reading 10.48
7 Lucybeil K. Roessiger, April salary 38.40
13 Bank Service Charge .40
June:
1 White Mt. Power Co., meter reading,
May 6 7.34
8 Lucybeil K. Roessiger, May salary,
26 hours 41.60
1 1 Bank Service Charge for June 1
1
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6 Lucybell K. Roessiger, June salary,
26 hours
Nat. Geog. Society Book, "Hawaii"
August:
6 Lucybell K. Roessiger, July salary,
28 hours
17 Bank Service Charge
September:
3 Lucybell K. Roessiger, August salary,
26 hours
29 Campbell and Hall, Inc., books
Nat. Geog. Society
October:
5 Lucybell K. Roessiger, September salary,
24 hours
Nat. Geog. Society, membership
29 N.H. Electric Cooperative, Inc., meter
reading, July 8, 1970, $1.85; Aug.,
$1.85; Sept., $1.85; Oct., $4.23 9.78
November:
4 Lucybell K. Roessiger, Oct. salary,
26 hours 41.60
J. Clifton Avery Ins. Agency, premium,
new building 257.00
19 Campbell and Hall, Inc., books 103.68
21 N.H. Electric Coop., Inc., Nov. 5 reading
for October 7.15
28 Benjamin Bloom, Inc., 4 books, postage 31.53
December:
5 Hermsdorf Furniture, 1 charge desk 201.50
17 Lucybell K. Roessiger, Nov. salary,
26 hours 41.60
18 Camelot Bookshop, 5 books 40.68
22 N.H. Electric Coop, Inc., meter reading,
December 7 at old meter, $7.59; new
building arrears and current $27.59 and
$31.32 66.50
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28 Campbell and Hall, Inc., books 58.55
30 Lucybell K. Roessiger, Dec. salary 38.40
Eastern Book Co. 2.82
American Heritage Book Service 13.55
Horizon Book Service 30.80
Nat. Geog. Society Book Gypsies 3.50
1,743.07




TUFTONBORO LIBRARY BUILDING COMMITTEE
In the fall of 1969 the Building Committee decided to start the
construction of the library by pouring a foundation and backfilling
it, and packing it with hay to stand the heavy frosts of this region.
This was done so that a contract could be awarded early in the
spring of 1970.
On April 16, 1970 a contract for building the library was
awarded to Smith Construction Company. It was necessary to
keep the costs within the limits we believed we could collect and
so it was necessary to deduct the items listed below:
Contract Proposal $ 33,690.00
Deduct 1 . Installation of book cases (done by
Schaier and Hume) 800.00
2. Painting done by (Hume, MacMillan,
Schaier and others) 1,600.00
3. Ceramic tile in toilet 175.00
4. Wiring under concrete slab 350.00
Contract award, Smith Construction Co.,
April 16, 1970 $ 30,765.00
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Work on this contract started early in July and on August 27,
1970, the corner stone was laid with appropriate records placed
within.
Work continued well with the contractor substantially com-
pleting his work by November so that the inside painting could
be completed by the end of November. Book cases were delivered
on November 30, and installed in the next two days. We in-
stalled about three-fourths of the number the library is designed
for, however, it will be enough for the books on hand presently.
December 2, 1970 was moving day and with the help of many
of our local citizens the move from the Grange Hall was com-
pleted in about seven hours, and the next few days were busy ones
sorting and arranging books.
The library was officially opened on December 12, 1970, dedi-
cating a plaque honoring Hazel K. MacMillan given by her family
and dedicating a librarian's desk as a memorial to Captain Steven
Wayne Martin, U.S.M.C. and finally a key to the library was given
to the Chairman of the Board of Selectmen. Milton E. Hodges.
There is more work to be done in the Spring including comple-
tion of the septic system, a water line from the pump in the
building to the well, more grading and another coat of paint on
the outside of the building. We also have the gift of a beautiful
cupola and weather vane to install in the Spring. Very recently,
we received a gift of a fifteen-drawer file as a memorial to Bradford
Charles Drowne.




27 Douglas Prescott, Architect $ 330.00
1966
February:







24 Douglas Prescott, Architect 800.00
October:
6 Douglas Prescott, Architect 513.20
December:
1 Cullen Concrete Co., foundation 936.00
Carl R. Piper, backfill and digging 172.00
1970
January:
20 Douglas Prescott, Architect 137.00
August:
10 Douglas Prescott, Architect 108.00
Smith Construction Co. 5,400.00
Smalley. DiPrizio Lions, Inc., cornerstone 70.00
September:
8 Douglas Prescott, Architect 239.40
Smith Construction Co. 11,970.00
October:
2 Douglas Prescott, Architect 202.91
Smith Construction Co. 10,145.39
13 Paint 190.68
Walter Smith, well construction 336.00
December:
8 Hermsdorf Fixture Mfg. Co., bookcases 1,799.95
29 Walter Smith, septic area, waterline, grading 1,211.40
Total expenses to date (paid) $ 35,549.98
Money needed to complete Library Building:
1. 10% of contract withheld $ 3,057.27
2. Additional amount withheld 500.00
3. Additional grading and sewer work 600.00=t
4. Architect's fees lOO.OOdb
Total to finish library $ 39,807.25
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Total Collections to January 15, 1971:
1. Dividends (from Meredith Village
Savings Bank) 2,474.29
2. Checks (incl. $13,326.00 Federal Funds) 32,209.80
3. Cash 240.10
4. Benefits 3,23535
Amount due from Federal Government 1,480.00
$ 39,639.54




This is to certify that we have examined the accounts of the
Tuftonboro Library as at December 3, 1970 and found them cor-
rect and properly vouched for.
ALBERT H. DOW, JR.
JOHN J. DAVIS
January 13, 1971
Forest Fire Warden & District Chief
During this past year, the public has shown a great deal of
cooperation in the prevention of fires. We wish to express our
thanks for a job well done.
Your forest fire warden's job would be easier if everyone under-
stood the State laws that govern the kindling of outdoor fires, a
synopsis of these laws follow.
Fire Permits
A fire permit is needed for all outdoor fires in or near woodland
anytime the ground is not covered with snow. This includes house-
hold waste burning, even if in an incinerator, grass burning,
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garden trash as well as brush burning (such burning is restricted
by regulation to be PRIOR to 9:00 A.M. and AFTER 5:00 P.M.).
An Air Pollution regulation forbids the burning of household
waste in towns where such rubbish is collected by the town.
Exceptions
Commercial or industrial burning is allowed under normal con-
ditions with permission of the District Fire Chief and a permit
from the Fire Warden.
Camp or cooking fires are allowed on your own property with
permission of the Fire Warden. On anothers' property with
written permission of the landowner and permission of the Fire
Warden. The Warden can forbid such fires if in a hazardous area.
Permits for cooking fires in the White Mountain National Forest
can be obtained from the Laconia Office or at the Ranger Stations.
Permits are not required in public camp or picnic grounds where
fireplaces have been built for this purpose.
Remember! Only You and I Can Prevent Forest Fires
Fires reported — STATE 484 fires — 244 acres
DISTRICT 46 fires — 16 acres








During the year 1970, the Tuftonboro Conservation Commis-
sion has made some progress researching the town's rights-of-way
to open bodies of water and the town-owned land in the great
meadow area, but not as much as we had hoped for. This was
due mostly to the work load of the surveyor hired for these
projects. However, we are continuing on these projects as rapidly
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as possible.
We plan to continue subscribing to the National Wildlife
Federation's children's nature magazine for all members of the
Tuftonboro Central School's fourth grade, and the new library will
also be added to that subscription.
This year the Board of Selectmen appointed two additional
members to the Tuftonboro Conservation Commission, Ted Bense,
and Gordon Thayer, both of Mirror Lake.
We wish to remind the townspeople that all funds appropriated
for the conservation fund are carryover funds and if not used in
the year appropriated, will continue to accumulate, so that in the
event of an emergency need, they will be available without the
necessity of a special town meeting.
Again, we welcome all constructive criticism and ask you to be
watchful for any detrimental encroachment upon our town's
environment.
Respectfully submitted,







After one year without a Planning Board, planning was again
authorized at the 1970 town meeting. Within a month the Select-
men had appointed seven men to serve as Tuftonboro's second
Planning Board. The first meeting was held on the eleventh of
April.
The first few months of operation were devoted to study of
state planning and zoning regulations and of work that other
towns had done in planning. On the 22nd of May the Board held
its first meeting with citizens and property owners so that we on
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the Board might know the ideas of interested persons on planning
and zoning. The next month the Board met with two experienced
members of the Wolfeboro Planning Board to learn the practical
side of planning at the town level. With such preparation we felt
prepared to make a start on the big job ahead.
Our original look into the idea of zoning before all else did
show that zoning could provide stability, that is maintaining the
Town as it is, but doubts existed as to how quickly zoning could
be put into effect. Therefore, the Board, beginning in August, be-
gan to make up Subdivision Regulations. We then commenced
arrangements for a special town meeting to give the Board
authority to adopt such regulations for the Town. Hearings in
December and February have assisted the Board in putting the










Public Health Nursing Committee
In the past three years our service has been greatly expanded to
cover Alton, Tuftonboro, Wakefield, Brookfield as well as Wolfe-
boro. No patient is refused care because of financial stress. There-
fore our drive for funds each year is very important, as well as the
funds voted for at Town Meetings, as like every one, we have felt
the pinch of economy.
We certainly wouldn't want our elderly or ill people to go with-
out the necessary care to make them comfortable. Many times it
could save the towns money because with the nurse's visit it could
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keep the patients home rather than sending them to the hospital.
The nurse is the guide and moral support to the family at the
time most needed as well as caring for the patient. The total
number of visits made from January 1 to November 30, 1970 were
1742. It is important that we work hard to keep this service as the
patients need it.
On November 13th Mrs. Davena DeWolf left us to join the
Wakefield School District as school nurse in Wakefield. It was
with mixed feelings that we let her go as she was loved by every
one. We have worked out a temporary arrangement for her to
cover Wakefield and Brookfieid on an hourly basis for the winter
months to save us time and expenses. We were very fortunate to
obtain Mrs. Diane Comeau, R.N. of Alton Bay who wanted to
work part-time. With our increased case load it also became
necessary to have our secretary full-time.
Clinics have been held in Wakefield, Wolfeboro and Alton this
year. Several of the Nursing Committee members and the nurses
have attended professional and educational meetings at Crotched
Mountain, U.N.H. and Concord.
I wish to thank John Waters and the hospital staff for their help
and co-operation. Our doctors have been most willing to help and
we hope we have been of help to them.
We, the people of Wolfeboro, should be very proud of our
Public Health Nursing Service.
Respectfully submitted,
DOROTHY T. WILLEY




On Hand, January 1, 1970 $ 838.61
Membership Drive 1,216.00
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Town of Alton 500.00
Town of Brookfield 150.00
Town of Tuftonboro 900.00





Transferred from Account # 16175 5,062.86
$ 18,327.12
EXPENDITURES:
M. V. Dolan, R.N. (gross $6,702.30) $ 5,501.48
D. R. DeWolf, R.N. (gross $2,955.36) 2,510.43
M. H. Dolan, Clerk (gross $3,560.00) 2,859.73
J. P. Decelle, O.T.R.
(gross $ 92.00) 87.59
D. M. Comeau, R.N.
(gross $ 226.87) 212.48
J. L. Murray, R.N. (gross $ 112.50) 100.70
L. L. Jameson, R.N.
(gross $ 143.75) 136.85
Social Security 1,265.93
Withholding Tax 1,664.80
Huggins Hospital (P.T.) 390.00
Automobile Expense:
Repairs, Gas, Oil and Storage 416.21
Mileage 500.98





Office Supplies and Postage 225.45
Medical and Nurses' Supplies 209.81
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Electricity 3.91




Balance in Checking Account $ 662.27
ACCOUNT NO. 16175:
Balance, January 1, 1970 $ 8,562.86
Interest Earned 222.60
$ 8,785.46
Transferred to Checking Account 5,062.86
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